In addition to stress corrosion proper, the embrittlement of chromium steel is included in the subject matter covered. Distinction is drawn between the two processes in some articles.

This bibliography would appear to present an imposing array of evidence against the use of stainless steel. It cannot be emphasized too clearly, however, that such failures occur primarily in the chemical industry where a relatively small percentage of the stainless steel is used. Even in the chemical industry, failures by stress-corrosion cracking are relatively rare. The rapid progress of such attack and the serious nature of the consequences of such failures are responsible for the present concentration of attention being paid to this subject.

1935


1939


A summary is given of the results of a series of corrosion tests made on different types of austenitic stainless steels. The authors discuss the use of a new test which they have employed to determine the stress-cracking tendencies of the austenitic stainless steels. The test combines heat treatments which may arise from the necessity of heating, forming and welding with stress which may be present in equipment fabricated from these alloys.

Actual formation of open cracks in chemical equipment was studied and laboratory stress-corrosion tests made to duplicate the conditions of service bearing on this tendency toward cracking. Stress-corrosion cracking is shown to be intergranular in nature with the steel stressed and subjected to suitable corrosive conditions, although the susceptibility to intergranular attack is not always sufficient to produce cracking.

The variable behavior is discussed and believed to be due to some quality a characteristic of the steel in the as-received condition. The authors failed to produce stress-cracking in stabilized alloys or with properly quenched austenitic stainless steels.

1940


A number of service failures of austenitic stainless steels occurred as result of the formation of localized cracks. Investigation disclosed that the failures involved a condition of internal static stress and exposure of the stressed material to certain corrosive media, which in some cases were so inactive that they left ordinary carbon steel unaffected. The failures were identified as the stress-corrosion type and closely allied to "season cracking" of certain brasses and to the less frequent stress-corrosion cracking in other metals, for example, caustic embrittlement of boiler plate. It was determined that such stress-corrosion cracking in the austenitic chromium-nickel steels may manifest itself either as an intercrystalline or as a transcrystalline failure. Factors which include the stress intensity, strength of the corrosive medium and susceptibility of the material to intercrystalline corrosion determine the path of the failure. Stabilizing elements, such as titanium and columbium, were found ineffective in preventing transcrystalline stress-corrosion cracking, but intercrystalline susceptibility was absent and a somewhat higher stress value was required. To eliminate the possibility of stress-corrosion failure, fabricating stresses must be removed by an elevated temperature treatment and the material slowly cooled to prevent thermal stressing. The evidence indicates that even such heat treatment is ineffective when two metals having different coefficients of thermal expansion, such as 18-8 and carbon steel, are joined by welding. Corrosive media capable of producing stress-corrosion cracking in the austenitic chromium-nickel steels are limited in number. The mixture of ethyl chloride and water was found to be effective in producing stress-corrosion failure of thermowells; anhydrous ethyl chloride was not. Ferric chloride and mercuric chloride solutions were also found...
to have a damaging effect. It is argued that the mechanism of stress-corrosion failure is similar to that of corrosion-fatigue cracking.

Discussion followed by Wilten, Steckel, Schell, Brooks, White, Uphetgrove, Aborn. With regard to the preparation of a type 18-8 lining exposed at 460 to 500°F (240 to 260°C) to a lubricating oil distillate containing sodium hydroxide. Brooks suggested that surface notches or pits, as formed in stainless by chloride, should increase susceptibility to cracking by reducing the overall stress necessary to cause initial cracking.

1942


Details are given on two solutions for testing austenitic steels for propensity to corrosion under stress.

Steels with 18 percent chromium were studied for effect of carbon and nickel (7 to 12 percent) contents, and of cold working and structure (proportions of ferrite, martensite and carbide) upon corrosion under stress in these solutions.

The nature of cracks (inter or intragranular) and their causes are discussed.


Failures in service do not necessarily correlate with laboratory test results. True stress corrosion is the type which produces transcrystalline cracking in homogeneous gamma solid solutions. Sensitivity of steel is defined as the variety of conditions to which it is susceptible. The physical condition of the austenite and the susceptibility to stress corrosion are affected adversely by tensile stress, cold deformation, and supersaturation of the austenite as shown by the constitution diagram. Contradictory behavior is mentioned where a 19 chromium-7.5 nickel steel, containing about 4 percent ferrite, did not stress crack in calcium chloride solution. The effect of carbon content and of martensite on cracking is also discussed. The latter is dependent on the ability of the test solution to selectively attack the martensite in the presence of austenite.

To test type 18-8 stainless steel, Carius used a mixture of 40 to 60 parts calcium chloride in 60 to 40 parts of water to which 1 to 1 percent mercuric chloride was added as an accelerator. Many irregularities in service did not correlate with the test results. Usually cold deformation increases the sensitivity but in other cases the opposite is true and so far has not been explained. Also, the start and path of the cracks appear to be arbitrary. To establish a common viewpoint, the metallurgical and electrochemical factors must be considered. It is suggested that a stress-produced martensitic transformation provides the anodes for electrolytic stress corrosion.

1943


Tests were conducted to select a test solution which would indicate the susceptibility of stainless steel to transgranular cracking. Corrodinig media, the Strauss test solution used to indicate susceptibility to intergranular corrosion. Details of the investigation and test procedures used are covered.

Stainless steels tested were types 302, 304, 309, 316, 317, 321, 329, 347, 403, 410, and 430. Of various chloride solutions, boiling 40 percent magnesium chloride plus hydrochloric acid to pH 4 had the most favorable characteristics, and was recommended for further study.


Preliminary tests on columbium stabilized steels to determine the threshold stress below which transgranular cracking will not occur are described. Type 316 (stabilized with columbium) and type 347 alloys were tested. Specimens were stressed at 20, 30, 70, and 90 percent of the yield point, respectively, and tested for a 24 hour period in boiling 60 percent hydrated magnesium chloride acidified to pH 4 with hydrochloric acid. One series of alloys was given a stabilizing heat treatment at 1600°F and another series of alloys annealed at 1900°F.

The molybdenum bearing type 316 stabilized with columbium did not stress crack in this test solution at any stress level. Type 347 alloy cracked within 24 hours at stresses as low as 20 percent of the yield point. The results are tabulated and micrographs of structures obtained are included.

1944


Stress-corrosion phenomenon and the form it takes in iron alloys, as related to structure of the material, corroding medium, degree of stress, and the characteristics of the steel is discussed. Stress-corrosion cracking has been observed in stainless steel employed in concentrated alkaline solutions such as sodium hydroxide. The data presented on austenitic, ferritic-pearlitic, and martensitic steels lead to the trans- and inter-crystalline stress corrosion are attributable to the same basic cause. Chlorinated organic compounds which may cause attack in the aqueous state include aniline hydrochloride, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride, and ethylene dichloride.


To check the claim by Riedrich that 18-8 stainless steels containing ferrite are much more resistant to cracking in boiling calcium chloride solution than the wholly austenitic alloys, several heats of columbium stabilized 18-8 and 18-8 molybdenum (type 316 and 317) were tested in boiling calcium chloride and magnesius chloride solutions. Test procedures, results and photomicrographs are given. Type 317, with an appreciable amount of ferrite, will not crack in 42 percent calcium chloride, while types 347 and 316 will show cracking. All types cracked in about the same time in magnesium chloride solutions boiling at 154°C although the cracking was most severe in type 327 and least severe in type 317. A magnesium chloride solution reported in a reference failed to crack 18-8 molybdenum steel but the salt used in the present experiment cracked all except at stresses between 10,000 and 80,000 psi as well as types 347 and 304 stainless steels when annealed and stressed. A 42 percent calcium chloride plus 0.1 percent mercuric chloride solution was found to be a poor test medium due to pitting attack. Typical stress-corrosion cracking of types 316 and 317 tested in calcium chloride plus mercuric chloride and cracking of type 317 in mercuric chloride are shown photomicrographically. All cracks were transcrystalline with an appreciable amount of ferrite.


The author evolves a general theory in which stress-corrosion susceptibility is correlated with the ease of transformation from a metastable state, such as in age hardening. In the cracking of boiler plate steels, heat treatment and stress level were found to be interrelated, and remedial treatments also were studied. The mutual effect of the carbon, nitrogen, and aluminum contents were investigated. Effectiveness of a number of a consequences of the theory were verified with magnesium base alloys.

1945


Stainless steel tubing fails rather frequently under stress corrosion conditions due to the method of manufacture. Plug drawing and rod drawing produce different
stress patterns, and sinking and straightening operations complicate these patterns. Multi-axial stresses cause the most trouble since stress corrosion is more frequent and severe when torsion or shear stresses are applied to the stainless steel. Stress corrosion is the rule rather than the exception in a control instrument which uses a hard-drawn stainless tube subjected to torsional loads. Type 347 stainless tubing, hard-drawn, has failed in kerosene containing one half per cent sulfuric acid.

In addition, Fraser mentioned that tubes intended for service under conditions known to be conductive of stress corrosion cracking should have at least a partial stress-relief anneal before or after being fabricated into equipment.

Six failures of stainless steel by stress-corrosion cracking were examined in the American Rolling Mill Co. research laboratories. These occurred in coffee urns, wool conditioning units, a dyeing machine and a steam-jacketed stock pot. In each case the equipment failed in a comparatively short time after exposure to conditions of high humidity at temperatures in the range of 100 to 200°F. All failures were characterized by general embrittlement and cracking of the stainless steel, with only slight indications of general corrosion except at cracks. Composition of the steels and results of microscopic examination are given. Stainless steel has been used successfully for thousands of similar applications, and the number of failures of this kind has been very small. Discussion by Feild, LaQue.

Corroding media were examined from the standpoint of promoting susceptibility to stress-corrosion cracking in the annealed and cold-rolled austenitic chromium-nickel steels. Only a few of the corrosive media caused this type of failure. Corrosive media that most readily produce stress-corrosion cracking are listed.

In discussion by Schei, Feild, Weber, LaQue, Davis, Krivobok, the infrequency of stress-corrosion cracking was brought out. Davis reported that metal (chromium-11 to 12 per cent nickel-columbium stabilized, exposed to condensate containing not more than 18 ppm chloride) having a grain direction or rolling direction parallel to the bend was found to be much more susceptible than with the direction perpendicular to the bend. The former cracked within four hours, the latter was uncracked after 50 days.

Test samples are described for investigating stress-corrosion susceptibility of alloys for industrial equipment. A laboratory test using a solution of magnesium chloride boiling at 309°F was found to produce cracks in several alloys investigated. In types 347 and 316 stainless steel tubing a residual stress of the order of 10,000 psi was observed to initiate cracking.

The susceptibility to stress-corrosion cracking, as judged by the boiling magnesium chloride test, indicates that alloys may be selected which will withstand a high stress in service. The surface finish (whether pickled or polished) is significant.

Stress specimens of stainless alloys included in a corrosion testing program will aid in determining the acceptability of these fabricated alloys, when stressed, to the service conditions.

In discussion by Jasper, Feild, Weber, LaQue, Korshesser, Mackay, Dietrich, and Krivobok, the infrequency of stress-corrosion cracking was brought out.

Stress specimens of stainless steels included in a corrosion testing program will aid in determining the acceptability of these fabricated alloys, when stressed, to the service conditions.
accompanied by improved resistance to stress corrosion.


Discussion of bronze welding as compared to other methods of welding joints in austenitic stainless steels and other materials. Nickel-chromium steels tend to intercrysalline stress-cracking when heated, use of radiation, and harden and brittle. Steels that require heat treatment after welding should not be bronze-welded. The corrosion resistance of austenitic stainless steel is not affected by bronze welding.


Failure of 2 steel bushing on the shaft of a turbine caused by stress-corrosion cracking was described and a mechanism proposed.


The introduction classifies types of stainless steel with application, particularly in high temperatures. Creep data are graphed and tabulated and microstructures are shown. Part II covers forging. Tests of relative corrosion resistance, forging specifications, equipment requirements, use of radiation, die design, and materials, precautions in general and for individual types of stainless are covered. Photomicrographs show the effect of overheating. The effects of forging at various temperatures, rolling and cold drawing of 17.42 chromium-0.05 carbon and 18.24 chromium-0.12 carbon steels on mechanical properties are tabulated. Part III deals with fabrication and heat treatment after cold working. Intergranular corrosion, proper finish for sheet and bar, cutting and deep drawing equipment lubricants, annealing and spinning are covered. A table compares the yield, tensile strength, elongation, Olsen cup test, and Rockwell hardness of types 302, 430, and 410 and a deep drawing plain carbon steel. The effect of cold rolling on type 302, and annealing temperature with kind of cooling for various types of materials are also tabulated. Effect of cold work on tensile strength of types 301, 302, 304, and 316 stainless is graphed. Microstructures show stress-corrosion cracking due to zinc pickup from copper forming tools used in spinning. Part IIIA covers cold heading and also the picking of austenitic stainless steel compositions. Graphs show optimum concentrations of picking bath elements and the relationship between metal attack and concentrations of various picking solutions, and photomicrographs show various structural and other aspects of picking.


**Stress-Corrosion Cracking**

All specimens tested were type 347 stainless steel and were exposed to a single environment. Tests showed that magnesium chloride, the stress-corrosion medium used, does not cause general corrosion or pitting of most of the stainless alloys. Contro solution over a period of 300 hr did not accelerate corrosion. A variety of permanently deformed specimens were given various stress relieving heat treatments and tested to determine the effect of locked-up stress in reducing the effectiveness of the heat treatment in eliminating their effect on stress-corrosion cracking. Consideration of the data indicates that corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steels requires a critical combination of heat treatment, applied stress and corroding environment. Specimens and test results are discussed and illustrated.


Use of shot-peening to inhibit stress-corrosion cracking, to reduce porosity in metal parts subjected to pneumatic and hydraulic pressures, to test the adherence of silver plate, to improve the lubricating properties of plain bearings and to replace polishing operations is discussed. Magnesium alloys, brass and mild and stainless steels were tested.


Stainless steels 400-C, 410, 431 and SAE steels 1020, 1000, and 1009 were studied in sulfuric, hydrochloric, phosphoric, acetic, hydrofluoric, and nitric acids to determine the effects of composition of metal, thermal treatment, mechanical working, composition of acid solution, concentration, temperature, and pickling time. Inhibitors were not used. Strongly ionized reducing acids (sulfuric, hydrochloric, and hydrofluoric) caused embrittlement over a wide range of acid composition; phosphoric acid and acetic acid caused embrittlement over a narrower range; nitric acid caused embrittlement only in SAE 1020 steel; and nitric hydrofluoric acid mixtures had no embrittling effect.


The principal factors in stress-corrosion cracking are temperature, environment, time, and internal structure. Cracking of stainless steel has been eliminated by a stress-relief anneal at 1350 F for one hour followed by furnace cooling overnight. There is no universal test of susceptibility to stress cracking. Correlation between laboratory tests and service performance is difficult to obtain; exact correlation should not be expected. Laboratory tests may be run with internal or applied stress, and may apply a constant load or operate at constant deformation. Environments used for testing the stress-corrosion cracking tendencies of stainless steel include 10 per cent copper sulfate plus 10 per cent sulfuric acid (Strauss test solution), boiling 60 per cent hydrated magnesium chloride plus hydrochloric acid to pH 4, and boiling 42 per cent magnesium chloride. The latter test environment is now preferred.


This part of the chapter on “The Eight Forms of Corrosion,” in the third edition of “The Book of Stainless Steels” discusses stress-corrosion manifestation, types of failures, examples of stress corrosion in various metals including stainless steels, and methods of combatting corrosion particularly by improving the design of equipment.


The combined effect of internal stress and a corrosive environment is discussed, and significance of this combination, referred to as stress-corrosion cracking, is indicated. Literature on stress-corrosion cracking of common industrial alloys, including nickel and 18-8 stainless steel, is reviewed, and examples of such cracking in industrial plant are recorded. Various factors involved in corrosion are considered and a tentative explanation of mechanism of such cracking is proposed. Photomicrographs and 97 references are included.

During the discussion, G. A. Dummett cited instances of stress-corrosion cracking of 18-8 in calcium chloride brine in a milk cooler and of a heat exchanger in a vapor mixture of acetic acid, ethyl alcohol, acetaldehyde, and water.


Reference is made to cases of failures of ferrous materials by stress-corrosion cracking, where the corroding agent was probably hydrogen sulfide or some sulfur-containing compound. Laboratory experiments are referred to which show that hardened and tempered alloy steels used for gas cylinder manufacture to be susceptible to stress-corrosion cracking in the presence of moist hydrogen sulfide or carbon bisulfide. In tests, both 18-8 chromium-nickel and 12 to 15 per cent chromium steel were cracked in moist hydrogen sulfide.


Part II discusses avoidance of stress corrosion, pitting or localized corrosion, and cleaning and removing coke deposits from stainless materials.

Stress can cause propagation of cracks intergranularly, transgranularly, or in both manners. Theory and understanding of stress-corrosion cracking do not exist, comparable with intergranular corrosion. Methods of control are only stress-relief annealing and avoidance of stress. The corroded media responsible cannot yet be defined completely. Aqueous acid chloride solutions appear to be the most active media; acid sulfite cooking liquors and hot caustic soda solutions have been responsible.


The transgranular pattern of stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steels is discussed. Specific solutions in which stress-corrosion cracking has been observed, especially hot chlorides, are listed. Resistance to cracking varies with the nickel content. Ferritic stainless steels are less susceptible.


S-N fatigue diagrams from previously published data are given for ferritic steels, austenitic stainless steels, brass and aluminum - copper, aluminum - magnesium, aluminum-zinc-magnesium, and magnesium-aluminum-zinc alloys in mild and severe corrosive media for periods up to 4000 hr and temperatures up to 250°C to show a linear relationship between temperature and duration of test period.


Plain carbon steel, hardenable stainless steels, and nonhardenable stainless (austenitic) alloys were among the materials tested. In cathodic pickling, annealed steel is the least susceptible and hardened steel the most susceptible to embrittlement. Increasing carbon content increases the susceptibility of both hardened and annealed stainless steel. Annealed 410 and 431 stainless steels resist embrittlement, even when cold drawn. In acid pickling, with the exception of type 440-C, the stainless steels are less susceptible to embrittlement than they are in cathodic pickling. Type 410 shows non-susceptibility in all conditions. Type 431 stainless steel shows embrittlement only in the hardened and cold-drawn condition, and then only in dilute sulfuric acid and dilute hydrochloric acid. In phosphoric acid and acetic acid, both 410 and 431 are resistant. Type 440-C stainless steel and 1020 mild steel retain similar relationships in either acid or cathodic pickling. Seven percent hydrochloric acid is slightly more damaging to 440-C than 10 per cent sulfuric acid but the effect does not appear with 50 per cent hydrochloric acid. All of the acids studied except nitric acid cause similar injury in equal pickling times.


Martensitic stainless steels, pickled in 10 per cent sulfuric acid, are severely embrittled in the presence of most picking inhibitors despite the effectiveness of such inhibitors in reducing hydrogen evolution. These inhibitors have been specially developed and were said to prevent embrittlement. In cathodic pickling, all inhibitors cause embrittlement.

1949


A satisfactory material for catalytic cracking unit expansion-bellows construction must be resistant to hydrostatic pressure; it must have stability to intergranular attack and stress-corrision; and it should have a high yield and elastic limit. Type 347 was described as meeting these qualifications more completely than any other material considered.


Shot peening was shown to be effective in preventing, or at least minimizing the risk of season-cracking of brass, and in reducing the stress-corrosion cracking of stainless steel.


The following subjects were discussed: Corrosion-resisting metals and alloys including iron, steel, lead and its alloys, copper and its alloys, aluminum; nickel and high nickel alloys, such as Monel, Inconel, Hastelloy; stainless steels; dezincification; intergranular attack; stress-corrosion cracking; corrosion-fatigue; impingement; cavitation-erosion; and crevice corrosion.


Metals plated and embrittled include type 440-C stainless steel. It is sensitive to hydrogen embrittlement in almost all of the baths used for electroplating these metals. The dilute fluoroborate bath and the conventional Watts nickel bath result in the least embrittlement. Absorption of hydrogen by the cathode is independent of the total amount of hydrogen deposited and, in most of the baths tested, it exceeded the absorption from hydrogen plating alone.

1950


The present knowledge of stress-corrosion cracking of 18-8 stainless steel can be summarized as follows, with particular attention to the study of H. J. Rocha. Resistance to stress-corrosion increases with austenite stability, which is increased by copper additions of 1 per cent or more; with increasing dissolved carbon in gamma-mixed crystal; with reduced cold working; occasionally in alpha gamma mixed crystals becoming anodic. Martensite formed by cold work may likewise act as an anode. Intercrystalline stress corrosion is not related to intercrystalline corrosion. Extreme cold-work ing makes ferritic stainless susceptible. The real causes of intracrystalline stress corrosion are not well known.


Many factors governing the corrosion of stainless steels are discussed, including the effect of alloying elements and of corrosive media which may contact the material in service. Types of corrosive attack are reviewed and include stress corrosion. Modified compositions and atmospheric exposure are also reviewed.


The failure of a stainless steel turbo-compressor by stress corrosion of two rotors is discussed. The unit was used to compress steam which was subsequently condensed for use in a chemical process requiring high purity water. Both the raw water supply and leachings from parts of the failed unit contained chlorides, but the condensate contained less than one-half ppm of total dissolved carbonic acid, dynamic stresses were imposed on all rotors by imbalance caused by erosion of unequal lengths from the vane tips. Two rotors failed completely by transcrystalline cracking and one side only of each of the adjacent rotors contained pronounced stress patterns of incipient transcrystalline cracks. No evidence of corrosive attack could be detected on the inside surface of the compressor casing except in the two stages where rotor failure had occurred and where a debris pattern indicated the presence of a fluid at least mildly corrosive. Data from a second compressor, which operated under identical conditions with no evidence of similar stress corrosion, are included for comparison.


A theoretical exposition-part of a refresher lecture course, the ferritic stainless steel and magnesium chloride solution are mentioned.

STRESS-CORROSION CRACKING


I. An inventory of specific experiences of stress corrosion cracking of 18-8 stainless steel encountered by members of the Swedish Ironmasters’ Association. Environments included chloride (sodium chloride, calcium chloride, zinc chloride, sulfite waste liquor and wash), steam and hot water, source of internal, black liquor, diphenyl-diphenyl oxide, severe industrial atmosphere, sodium hypochlorite, ortho-chlorobenzene, pickling baths. A number of environments described in the literature are noted.

II. A report of an investigation of the reproducibility of results obtained with strips made into U-bend specimens and exposed to calcium chloride solutions. There was used an 18.1 chromium-8.3 nickel stainless steel, cold rolled, annealed, pickled and passivated, but not straightened. Reproducibility was so poor that the test was considered as qualitative only. Calculations are quoted for stress values at different points of a U-bend specimen, taken from Mailié and Pichard (53), and from H. H. Uhlig (55).

It is suggested that there is a connection between stress corrosion and the alpha gamma transformation which takes place on straining austenitic steels. Cold working can either slow or speed the rate of cracking failure.


Various types of corrosion in stainless steels, especially due to stress corrosion cracking and hydrogen embrittlement, are caused by stresses located at the surface of the weld metal-parent metal junction.

These experiments suggest that so-called stress-corrosion cracking of this martenstic type stainless steel may occur under any conditions that favor discharge of hydrogen ions and the critical factor may be the stress. Specimens are exceedingly brittle after brief cathodic polarization in sodium chloride or sulfuric acid but the usual ductility is regained on standing in air. Failure by cracking of the stressed martensitic stainless steels exposed to a corrosive environment may probably best be described as hydrogen embrittlement.


Tests were made to select a material of construction for ductwork carrying mineral acids in a laboratory having radioactive hazards which made leakage intolerable.
erable. Although its general corrosion rate was not the lowest of the alloys tested, Inconel was preferred because of its unique freedom from stress-corrosion cracking and pitting.

Stress-corrosion tests were run on seamless and welded stainless steel tubing in the standard magnesium chloride reagent. The samples cracked abundantly after a few hundred hours. Considerable protection was afforded by heat-treating the tubing at 1950°F for ½ hr and then air-cooling.

Where stainless tubing is used for drains, the 1950°F heat treatment is recommended. It is also desirable that the steel be pickled before being passivated.


This work includes a summary of a metallurgical investigation on cold-work effects of rolling the dovetail blade fixture, during manufacture of blade rings for Brookhaven double rotation turbines. An earlier method of construction, now superseded, involved securing some of the blades in such a manner as to require cold-deformation of the steel. Ring dovetails were closed onto individual blades. Original Ljunsrom machines were fitted with blade rings having welded-blade construction throughout the radial-flow system; these gave satisfactory performance. Subsequently, a new type of blade ring was introduced in which the rings were built up of individual blades of nickel-chromium-molybdenum steel (change necessitated by increased stresses to which blade roots were subjected in larger-diameter blade rings on machines of higher output).

Difference between welded and individually-bladed construction is illustrated. Rings of welded-blade construction were 5 per cent nickel steel. It is stated that use of welded blading has been continued in production of smaller-diameter blade rings. Account of examination of sections cut from welded-in nickel-chromium-molybdenum steel blade rings and of laboratory investigations is given.


A brief review of sixteen reports presented at the above conference, including stress-corrosion cracking.

1951


Applications of duplex tubing as a solution to dual corrosion problems. Stainless tubes have failed from transcrystalline stress-corrosion cracking in contact with certain cooling waters. Where cracking has occurred from the outside in atmospheres, copper-clad clad stainless tubes have been used. Stainless steel-clad copper tubes are being used to withstand corrosion by impinging high velocity vapors. In coolers handling amines and mixtures containing amines, low-carbon steel lined with Admiralty and various cupro-nickel alloys and aluminum brass have performed satisfactorily, particularly where Gulf or bay waters are used for cooling. 70/30 and 80/20 cupro-nickel, aluminum brass and bronze, and Admiralty brass are usually combined with steel where sea water cooling and ammonia. Duplex tubing is finding increasing use in condensers, heat exchangers and coolers for handling corrosive gases where the general or impingement corrosion resistance of low carbon, chromium or stainless, Monel, aluminum, nickel and lead combined with copper alloys are required. Illustrations.


Various types of corrosion encountered in pulp and paper mills include oxidation, galvanic attack, pitting, intergranular, stress, crevice, erosion and cavitation. Properties of various corrosion-resistant metals such as nickel, Monel, Inconel, stainless steels are discussed.


Deep-drawn stainless steel bowls, drastically cold worked and not annealed, cracked in storage or after brief use. The experiences of Hodge and Miller with stainless corrosion cracking are cited and discussed. Thermowells containing wet ethyl chloride suffered rapid failure. Stress-corrosion cracking has also occurred in 18-8 stainless tubes which have been used in the superheaters of boilers producing highly superheated steam. The tubes reached a temperature of 1050 to 1100°F. Failures were located close to welds with nonaustenitic steel tubes (such as 5 chromium-0.5 molybdenum steel), and were intergranular. Experience with 18-8 stainless steel (Davy, C. H., private communication) included failures of some of which were intergranular and some transgranular. The former are believed to have occurred mechanically during welding and the latter during exposure to steam.


A discussion of the results of an industry survey on the failure of materials in alkaline solutions. Most of the data have to do with sodium hydroxide. The relationship of temperature and concentration to the cause of failure is expressed in an approximate manner. Corrective measures that have been employed to eliminate failure are discussed. Data on types 304, 316, 317 and 347 stainless steel are included.


The martensitic and ferritic stainless steels are considerably less susceptible to stress corrosion than the austenitic chromium-nickel stainless steels. Steel has been found to be responsible for stress-corrosion cracking of martensitic stainless steels. Stress corrosion may occur under any condition that favors the dischage of hydrogen at the surface.


Premature failure of both ordinary and corrosion-resisting steels in conditions of service involving the presence of hydrogen sulfide was investigated, and tests carried out on a number of steels. Types of wires used were carbon steel, 13 chromium steel, 18 chromium-8 nickel steel, 18 chromium-8 nickel-1 titanium, and 18 chromium-8 nickel-2 molybdenum. It was shown that the combination of tap water and hydrogen sulfide at room temperature produced a considerable reduction in the life of steel specimens tested to 40 per cent of their maximum stress, although a chromium-nickel-molybdenum stainless steel showed no visible attack up to 10,800 hr. The investigation is described and tables are given.


Tests were made to determine if titanium is susceptible to stress-corrosion cracking in boiling saturated magnesium chloride and 10 per cent sodium hydroxide. Procedure is outlined. In the sodium hydroxide tests, the container was fabricated from nickel sheet. Two specimens of 18-8 type 304 were set up identically for comparison. In magnesium chloride, within 4 hr the 18-8 specimens cracked at the region of maximum bending. The titanium specimens were still not cracked when the test was discontinued after 62 days and visible corrosion was slight. In 10 per cent sodium hydroxide, at the end of 28 days, neither the titanium nor the stainless was corroded. The titanium was corroded slightly, weight loss being computed at 1.5 mg per sq dm per day and the surface was slightly tarnished. The 18-8 turned black and corroded on the order of 15 mg per sq dm per day.


Type 440-C stainless steel is prone to hydrogen embrittlement when pickled in uninhibited acid. The addition of anionic, cationic, or nonionic surface-active agents to the pickling bath had no effect in reducing the embrittlement. The addition of the surface-active agents to a pickling inhibitor known to aggravate embrittlement again had no effect. When the surface-active agents were added to the sole pickling inhibitor known to minimize embrittlement, there was slight, but erratic, improvement. The addition of a foaming compound to an uninhibited bath which was found to aggravate embrittlement.


C. A. Zapfe and R. L. Phebus, “Embrit-
cracking and hydrogen embrittlement is proposed to explain the cracking phenomenon. Important factors studied included composition and heat-treatment of alloy, type and magnitude of stress, composition of exposure solution (for example, acidity, salt content), composition and pressure of gas environment, temperature and time of exposure. Of these, the first three were found to be the most important. Remedial measures discussed included use of austenitic alloys, heat-treatment of susceptible alloys, control of organic and metallic coatings and inhibition. A simple laboratory procedure is presented for making a preliminary evaluation of the cracking susceptibility of a given alloy. Cracking tendencies in several solutions containing hydrogen sulfide were determined for 12 per cent chromium steel both wrought and cast, for types 302, 316, 410, and 17-4 PH and 17-7 PH stainless steel.


Rupture of materials through the combined effects of corrosion and mechanical stress (static), or through combined effects of corrosion and dynamic stress is discussed. Examination was made of effects produced by corrosion alone, by stress alone, and by the combined effects of stress and corrosion. The nature and mechanism of the various forms of attack, and intercrystalline failure through corrosion-fatigue, are discussed. Testing methods and equipment are surveyed and evaluated. Sections include effects of heat treatment, cooling rate above and below transformation point, hot-rolling, and decarburization. Original work by Herzog and others includes references to nickel-chromium-molybdenum steels which showed transcrystalline cracking in dilute hydrocyanic acid and to effects of heat treatment on the resistance of steel containing 0.25 carbon-17 chromium-1.5 nickel. An extensive section on stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic steels is given. Effects of plastic deformation on the behavior of 18-8 steel, notes on results of variation in carbon, chromium, and nickel contents of austenitic steels, data on susceptibility to cracking and corrosion-cracking in type 18-8 as a function of nickel content, degree of cold-work and heat treatment and experiments on corrosion-fatigue of nickel steels (apparently in aqueous and saline media) are described.


No. 49: Can anyone cite cases of stress-corrosion cracking of stainless steel used for heat exchanger service wherein hot brackish water was the medium causing the cracking?

Many of the refineries and chemical companies along the Gulf Coast report experiences with stress-corrosion cracking in heat exchanger tubes wherein hot brackish water was the cause of stress-corrosion cracking. Even where the water has been treated to reduce the chlorine content, cracking has continued to be a problem.


A procedure was evolved in which various types of spot-welded specimens, 18-8 and a low alloy steel, either stressed or unstressed, were subjected to industrial atmospheric exposure. The test results indicate that spot welds may start to fail by corrosion cracking in as little as one year's time unless proper weld sealers are used in the joint.


The five known types of attack in liquid metals with illustrations of iron, stainless steel and nickel are given. Solubility studies using sodium for corrosion testing were conducted. The static corrosion test which uses a stainless steel vessel is discussed. Stainless steel types 302, 304, 316, 321, 347 did not change in weight, were unattacked visually and metallographically after a year in pure sodium at 500 C. Type 347 stainless steel was not attacked by clean sodium at 932 F. Four types of dynamic tests, in operating heat transfer systems, are discussed. Stainless steel types 304 EL117104, 310, 316, and 347; nickel; 80 nickel-14 chromium-6 iron; and 67 nickel-30 copper were tested with no indication of susceptibility to stress corrosion in sodium at 932 F. No shortening of the fatigue life of type 347 stainless was observed in any of the tests in sodium. The stress-rupture test in sodium indicated that immersion of types 304 and 307 stainless steels in sodium has no effect on their stress-rupture life. A tensile test on wires before and after a standard static corrosion test showed that type 347 stainless, 15 mils in diameter, was as strong both at room temperature and 1000 F after immersion for 5 months in sodium at 932 F as it was after being similarly heated in a sealed can filled with helium. Advantages in a heat transfer system are discussed. Illustrations.


Results of two consecutive 30-day dynamic corrosion tests are reported for twelve materials, including stainless steel types 304, 310, 316, 347, Armco 17-14 PH, 17-7 PH, and 17-4 PH. The samples were subjected to a static bending stress while being rotated at a peripheral velocity of 11 ft per sec in oxygenated water at 500 F. The appearances and weight losses were determined after each 30-day run. Corrosion rates for specimens are given.


Atmospherically formed protective films were removed by abrasion in an argon atmosphere from surfaces of an aluminum
alloy, two brasses, a magnesium alloy, low-carbon steel, and type 302 stainless steel. The resulting surfaces were 0.12 to 0.76 volt more negative with respect to a calomel electrode than surfaces prepared and measured under normal atmospheric conditions. Appreciable changes in potentiodynamic solution potentials of notched specimens, stressed in tension, occurred at or just above stresses at which the true stress-true strain curves deviated from the modulus lines. These changes in potential were caused by rupture of the protective films at the roots of the notches and were of the order of 0.16 to 0.70 volt at failure, depending on the material. Stress corrosion is postulated to occur in corrosive media, especially in the absence of sufficient rupture of the protective film, by electrolytic action between the filmed (cathodic) and film-free (anodic) areas.

The process proceeds continuously or discontinuously to failure, depending on whether or not the subsequent adjustment to stresses permits reforming of the protective film.


Cathodic embrittlement tests were made on a number of alloys having good properties for use in deep corrosive wells. The tests suggest that the maximum hardness for use in embrittling environments should be Rockwell C 20. 12 per cent chromium steel was included.


This is a report by Committee TP-1G on the accumulated field experience of several companies with corrosion cracking of oil well tubular goods and wellhead fittings in sour gas and oil wells. This cracking effect is associated principally with use of high-strength steels in sour gas-condensate wells. Although relatively few failures have been experienced, the problem is a serious one in view of the high pressures involved and the rapid, unpredictable nature of the corrosive attack. Descriptions of failed tubing, casing, and wellhead fittings are given together with data obtained from stressed specimens of various alloys placed in flowlines of wells in several fields. These data show that sulfide corrosion cracking is associated with alloys of high hardness, that is, high hardness, and that the effects may vary among individual wells owing to differing producing conditions and fluid compositions. Possible remedial measures are discussed. With small equipment item the problem of sulfide corrosion cracking has been met by replacing with type 316 stainless or K-Monel.


Sudden blow-out of tubing after only 6 days of production tests of the 12,000-ft Walter Marsh Well No. 1, Fincher Creek Field, Canada caused an investigation of causes for failure. Examination of the removed 9 per cent nickel steel tubing showed no obvious defects and calculations showed failures not due to excessive triaxial loading. Investigators, after discarding embrittlement as a cause, initiated tests to determine if stress-corrosion cracking was because well fluids and gases included 10 per cent hydrogen sulfide and 6.3 per cent carbon dioxide by volume. Specimens of 9 per cent nickel steel tubing were submerged in tap water containing hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide in a cell at 5000 psi and 190 F. All specimens failed in 6 days. Numerous other tests of the tubing and other steels at varying loadings were conducted, including prestressed and reheat treated but not prestressed specimen. Under laboratory test conditions failure was induced in a 5 per cent nickel-1 per cent chromium steel and types 322 and 410 stainless steels. It is definite that type 410 stainless steel is a susceptible steel. These data developed the following tentative conclusions: (1) Tubing failures at the Marri well resulted from stress-corrosion cracking. (2) Susceptibility to failure in hydrogen sulfide environments is not limited to 9 per cent nickel steel. Steels tested to produce results in the range of 24 to 26 may be recovered susceptible. (3) Plastic deformation greatly increases susceptibility to failure, but is not essential if protective corrosion products films are removed. (4) Embrittlement is not a primary cause of failure but may be contributory. (5) Susceptibility may be reduced by composition changes.
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Serious damage occurring when stress and corrosion combine may take the form of stress-corrosion cracking. Such effects of corrosion on pressure vessels may be minimized by design, by reduction of internal or applied stresses, and by the choice of materials suitably resistant to their expected service environment. Control of the environment itself, by dilution or lowering its temperature, is sometimes practical. Inhibitors are effective in certain instances. Paint, or other protective coatings, and cathodic protection is sometimes employed. Stress-corrosion cracking of iron, stainless steel, copper, aluminum, magnesium and nickel alloys is discussed. Corrosion fatigue data are given for nickel-steel, Monel, nickel, cupro-nickel and stainless steel.


A review of present knowledge of the cracking of metals. Under certain conditions, corrosion and stress may cause rapid localized failure in the form of cracking. Caustic embrittlement of boiler steel, season cracking of brass in moist ammoniacal atmosphere, failure of nickel alloys in flusilic acid, and the cracking of stainless steels in hot acid chlorides, are discussed.


Cracking of 12 per cent chromium stainless steel is apparently the result of hydrogen embrittlement and not of stress corrosion as such. The embrittlement is the result of hydrogen released during surface corrosion diffusing into deformed metal structures. If the cracking failures were the result of stress, ductility could not be recovered by the mild and simple treatment of immersion in hot water. The ductility of embrittled steel can be restored by heating at temperatures from 212 F (boiling water) up to 500 F. This treatment will prevent cracking but will not eliminate susceptibility of the steel to future embrittlement.


Tests, made on standard grades of austenitic stainless steels in a magnesium chloride solution, are described. Those grades in which the steel does not readily transform on straining were found to be less susceptible to cracking. Experimental steels confirmed that such failure can be largely avoided by either increasing the alloy content of the normal 18-8 steels to make the austenite more stable, or by decreasing the alloy content to produce a partly martensitic steel in which the corrosion will be less localized and less likely to cause cracking. Transgranular stress corrosion was obtained in many chloride solutions, including some that were relatively dilute, and there is evidence that oxidizing agents can accelerate cracking. Metallographic evidence indicates that a martensitic phase is produced on straining austenitic steels that is corroded preferentially. The analysis of the steels used in the tests and the test results obtained are tabulated.


To study the effect of residual stresses in gas turbine compressor blades, strips of 12 per cent chromium stainless steel were bent to various degrees, then subjected to a corroding medium which was 1 to 1 hydrochloric acid and 1 per cent sodium chloride. The experiments have included that stress level has to be greater than 50,000 psi to produce cracking. Above this stress level, the higher the stress, the shorter the time for failure. Other tests showed that blade hardness influences susceptibility to stress corrosion. To insure against a dangerous level of residual stress in compressor blades, a stress anneal was introduced which reduced the level of stress to a point where the accelerated stress-corrosion test did not produce cracks or other service failures of a stress-corrosion nature.


Results of static corrosion tests of most common materials including iron, steel,
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are listed. A number of theories proposed concerning the mechanisms of stress corrosion are discussed. A film titled "A Study of Stress Corrosion" is available from the author's laboratory.


The problem of corrosion and its influence on spring performance are discussed. Stress corrosion, problems of industrial atmospheres, and protective coatings (including oil, grease, and paint) are covered. Coils springs of stainless steel, stainless-steel and nickel, Monel, Inconel and Nimonick alloys are considered. Three metals, namely nickel, cadmium, and zinc are used in electrodeposition on springs.


The electrode potentials of several stainless steels under stress-corrosion conditions were measured. Wire specimens in longitudinal tension were exposed to boiling aqueous magnesium chloride solution. Typical potential-time curves for an 18 chromium-10 nickel-3 molybdenum-1 titanium steel are shown. An unstressed specimen gave results generally similar to those given by tin and iron in dilute salt solutions; curves are explained by similar stages in the development of corrosion. Results show that the major part of the life of a moderately stressed specimen under the particular other conditions of stress corrosion is the development of breakdown conditions in the surface film. In highly stressed specimens, potential measurements show that the increased stress reduces the time needed for the development of film-breakdown conditions but has little or no influence on the rate of the cracking process once it has started. On specimens exposed to low applied stress, the cracking process does not begin until a long time after film-breakdown conditions have been established.


In stainless steel, the term stress corrosion is often used in a restricted sense and refers to localized transcrystalline cracking found to occur in corrosive conditions that produce relatively mild general corrosion or no corrosion at all in the absence of stress. In corrosive environments hardenable straight chromium steels, the nonhardening material such as type 430, shows relative immunity to stress corrosion. Unpublished results of tests indicate the possibility that stress-corrosion cracking in 18-8 type may be fundamentally electrochemical in nature.


The predominant role of chlorides in the environments that may lead to stress-corrosion cracking would dictate intensive fundamental studies on the peculiar role of the chloride ion. Similarly important position is held by this same ion in problems of pitting and crevice-corrosion of the stainless steels. This additional feature, coupled with the economic importance of applications involving contact with chloride solutions, renders a study of chloride ion and its relation to the corrosion of stainless steels a truly important matter.


After-weld corrosion of stainless steels is associated mainly with metallurgical changes in the metal brought about by the process of welding. This is illustrated in the case of the austenitic steels by intergranular disintegration or "weld decay" and the "knife line" attack. The process of welding brings about phase formation, and a lowering of the corrosion resistance locally within the material. The process itself with its high heat input, associated with the unusual properties of the steel, results in the formation of high local stresses which, if not relieved, may lead to stress corrosion cracking.


Results are summarized of tests to determine corrosion resistance of stainless steels and other metals in high-purity, high-temperature water to aid in selecting structural materials for atomic reactor systems. Tests were carried out in high pressure autoclaves at temperatures ranging from 600° C to 750° C. Several types of tests were conducted, including exposure to steam, water, and carbon dioxide. Factors influencing corrosion that were studied included temperature, water purity and chemical...
additions, dissolved gas concentration (oxygen), velocity, pressure, surface preparation, heat treatment, amount of metal working, galvanic coupling, geometry of test sample, and imposed stress. Crevice corrosion, effect of pH, and chlorides are considered in the discussion. Data are given for austenitic, ferritic, heat-resisting, martensitic, and precipitation-hardening stainless steels, and nickel, Inconel, Monel, Hastelloy, 70-30 copper-nickel, Stellite, and Duranickel among others. Tables, graphs.


Field experience with sulfide corrosion cracking of production equipment, particularly tubing and casing made of alloy, nickel and chromium steels, and SA and AISI stainless steel, in sour gas conditions and high pressure sour oil wells is summarized along with data from recent field tests. Preventative measures currently in use are described. Casing is protected by packing off the annulus and by carefully selecting the fluids placed in the annulus. Tubing is protected by selecting materials of maximum resistance to cracking, keeping applied stresses to a minimum, and employing secondary measures as inhibitors and protective coatings. Metallurgical, environmental, and mechanical factors involved in the problem of sulfide corrosion cracking are discussed, and future problems involved in very deep sour wells are considered.


Parts of three low-pressure stainless steel boilers were examined after having been steamked approximately 1000 hr. All of the boilers had developed stress-corrosion cracks. Cracks originated from the water side in crevices near welds.

Observations regarding the susceptibility of stainless steel to stress-corrosion cracking in boiler water environments of practical interest show the most critical zones are those in which water-side crevices exist near welded joints. Steps are being taken along three lines: redesign of joints to eliminate crevices; development of special boiler water treatments; and, the use of nonmagnetic constructional materials other than stainless steel.
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The susceptibility of hardenable stainless steels to stress-corrosion cracking depends on the severity of stress, nature of the media, and on their hardness. Horseshoe tests and direct tension tests were conducted in acetic acid, hydrogen sulfide solutions, and salt solutions, and marine and industrial atmospheres. The effects of tempering, hardness and internal quenching stress were studied and the appearance of stress-corrosion cracks examined. Acid-sulfide solutions and hydrogen sulfide are emphasized. The most resistent materials tested were type 422, 17-4 PH and 17-7 PH stainless steels overlaged to Rockwell hardness C30. Types 304, 305, and 17-10P cracked only in acid-hydrogen sulfide-sodium chloride media. Martempering is helpful in minimizing internal stresses that are generated during quenching and which promote stress-corrosion cracking. Fully hardened type 440C and 17-4PH stainless steels were susceptible to stress cracking in 500 F borated water. Overaging 17-4PH alloy at 1050 F eliminated cracking. Type 304 stainless, low-alloy steel 4130 and 17-7PH aged at 1050 F were the more resistant materials tested. Type 410 stainless air cooled from 1800 F and tempered at 1250 F were the more resistant to cracking, exhibiting failure in only the test in liquid borated water at 500 F under a 2:1, H2O2 atmosphere. Alumimum alloy M-257 was the least corrosion-resistant material examined, disintegrating after a 336 hr exposure in 450 F borated water. Beryllium coupled to 25 aluminum and exposed to deionized water at 300 F under a 2:1, H2O2 atmosphere showed pitting attack in contact area as did 61S aluminum when coupled to type 304 stainless. Aluminum alloy M-356 exhibited factory corrosion behavior in boiling deionized water, uncoupled to type 304 stainless. Photos, photomicrographs, tables.


Fully hardened type 440C and 17-4PH stainless steels were susceptible to stress cracking in 500 F borated water. Overaging 17-4PH alloy at 1050 F eliminated cracking. Type 304 stainless, low-alloy steel 4130 and 17-7PH aged at 1050 F were the more resistant materials tested. Type 410 stainless air cooled from 1800 F and tempered at 1250 F were the more resistant to cracking, exhibiting failure in only the test in liquid borated water at 500 F under a 2:1, H2O2 atmosphere. Aluminum alloy M-257 was the least corrosion-resistant material examined, disintegrating after a 336 hr exposure in 450 F borated water. Beryllium coupled to 25 aluminum and exposed to deionized water at 300 F under a 2:1, H2O2 atmosphere showed pitting attack in contact area as did 61S aluminum when coupled to type 304 stainless. Aluminum alloy M-356 exhibited factory corrosion behavior in boiling deionized water, uncoupled to type 304 stainless. Photos, photomicrographs, tables.


Several case histories of failures in austenitic stainless steel chemical process equipment are presented, the recent failures taken by improved design, better fabrication or installation. Thermal fatigue, concentration cell corrosion and stress-corrosion cracking failures are considered.


Corrosion-fatigue studies were made on RCrN-Cu-7Ti-17-7-99, Armco 17-7PH, and 25 aluminum in white and red fuming nitric acid at room temperatures; fatigue lives of titanium and 17-7PH are shortened. Tests on 17-7PH show that it is not subject to stress corrosion. Both 304 and 61ST6 aluminum are subject to concentration cell corrosion in white fuming nitric acid. Polarization data on aluminum and stainless steel are presented. The corrosion rate of stainless steel is reduced to very low rates by cathodic protection. Experiments were made using platinum as inert anode and current densities of 1.5 to 10 ma per sq in. Numerous diagrams, graphs, tables.


Service experiences and laboratory investigations that permit some generalization about conditions under which stress-corrosion cracking will occur in stainless steels are described. The metal has to be simultaneously subjected to stresses and exposed to a corrosive environment. Stress corrosion has not been observed in environments that cause rapid general attack. Like pitting and intergranular corrosion, stress corrosion appears to be associated with a localized breakdown of the protective film. Such film breakdown is accelerated by applied or residual stresses. Cathodic protection of stainless steel against stress corrosion was suggested. Findings are summarized in a table listing the contacting metals such as mild steel, aluminum, chromium steel, copper, cupro-nickel, nickel, and platinum.


A discussion was given of corrosion of austenitic stainless steel in boiler water. Comparison of types 347 and 304 as boiler materials is given. Results show that chloride ion and oxygen are contributing factors to cracking of stainless steel. Control of chloride concentration, oxygen concentration, wetting and drying, temperature, time and stress is involved in stress-cracking of stainless steels are discussed.


Cracking by stress corrosion and hydrogen embrittlement in types 410, 420, 422, and 436 stainless steels at 300 to 1200 F was determined with specimens which were stressed below the elastic limit in a 5 per cent sodium chloride spray or as a cathode in a solution of 0.1 N (0.5 per cent sulfuric acid plus 3 mg arsenic per liter). Tempering at 500 F provides minimum susceptibility to cracking by hydrogen embrittlement for high hardness. Maximum susceptibility to stress-corrosion cracking and hydrogen embrittlement results from tempering at 800 to 1000 F. Delta ferrite minimizes stress-corrosion cracking by narrowing the range of tempering temperatures which produce susceptibility and by interfering with crack propagation. (500 F is about the temperature at which cementite begins to form,
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900 F is about the temperature at which an incoherent carbide begins to form at the parent austenite grain boundaries.


Factors involved in selecting appropriate steels are considered, emphasizing the role of martensitic chromium steels which combine strength with rust resistance. Prevention and effect of rusting, as well as elevated temperature considerations, are discussed. For temperatures up to about 900 F, AMS 5616 (Greek Ascoloy) is to be preferred over AMS 5613 (type 410). At higher temperatures, PWA 722 steel (17-22A) with suitable protection is superior to available martensitic chromium steels. Stress corrosion of martensitic chromium steels is considered. Protective coatings, such as electropolished nickel, electrolest nickel plate, and diffused nickel-cadmium plate are reviewed.


Stress-corrosion cracking is usually associated with welded joints due to residual stress remaining in structure. Development of a critical microstructure in heat affected zones may further promote stress corrosion. Furnace annealing at an appropriate temperature is the most reliable practice of avoiding stress-corrosion failures, but peening and controlled low temperature stress relief are used for components which cannot be annealed. Photomicrographs show intercrystalline cracks in aluminum-10 magnesium alloy and transcrystalline cracks in 38-8. Graph shows relationship between stress and cracking time for 0.09 carbon steel in boiling nitrate solution. 26 references.


The author first defines and explains stress corrosion, following which he devotes a few paragraphs to the origin of stress in metals. He then reviews briefly some of the stress-corrosion systems, among them austenitic stainless steel. The following is written about the latter: the stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steel may be divided into two different forms. The first of these is an intergranular cracking brought about by exposure in a suitable environment of a sample which has been sensitized to intergranular attack by heating in the range of 540 to 760 C. In this temperature range, chromium carbide is precipitated at the grain boundaries, which depletes adjacent areas of chromium, leaving them susceptible to intense local attack. The presence of stress in such a situation acts to localize further and accelerate the attack. The second form of stress corrosion is transgranular cracking in hot chloride and caustic solutions. The latter is perhaps the more prevalent type of failure.


The problem is far more far reaching than previously supposed. Austenitic stainless steels have failed from stresses not exceeding residual effects of cold working and from corrosion caused by human perspiration and other products of physiological processes. A recent court case involved the fracture of a type 316 collision plate, 90 days after insertion, while the patient was in bed.


Chloride solutions provide the most severe environment for stress-corrosion cracking to occur. Other environments are hot water of relatively low chloride content, systems containing aqueous hydrogen sulfide, strong hot caustic solution (possibly containing chloride), and vapor in a deaerating water heater. Stress-corrosion cracking is usually transgranular, and sometimes exhibits pitting. The mechanism of stress-corrosion cracking has not been established at the present time.


Type 329 stainless steel tubing and pipe are reported to be suitable for applications requiring resistance to stress-corrosion cracking as well as general resistance to corrosion in chlorides, halogen ions, and certain caustic and acid conditions. Type 329 stainless steel cannot be classified strictly as martensitic, ferritic, or austenitic and is reported to be considerably more resistant to stress-corrosion cracking than the austenitic 18-8 chromium-nickel varieties.


Stress-corrosion cracking and pitting of stainless steel strainer plates used in pulp mill digesters is discussed and considered is given to the part played by internal and external stresses in bringing about the plate failures. The corrosive nature of the environment is also considered. A stress-relieving treatment designed to alleviate cracking is described. It was found that a molybdenum-bearing stainless steel heat treated at 1580 to 1600 F for 30 min and followed by air or furnace cooling showed no tendency to stress corrosion, even in severely corrosive media. With face plates made from type 317 stainless steel, stress corrosion was eliminated and pitting corrosion greatly reduced.


Report on experiments on type 316 stainless steel showing that stress corrosion caused by low-pressure steam and hot water is due to stresses of sufficient magnitude, oxygen, and conditions such that hot, strong chloride solution is formed.


The pressurized water reactor (PWR) primary system is constructed of austenitic stainless steel piping and stainless-steel clad carbon steel vessels. Fuel materials are enclosed in envelopes of a corrosion-resistant material such as Zircaloy. Selection of container materials is limited to austenitic stainless or carbon steels. In low oxygen neutral or alkaline water, stainless is very corrosion-resistant. In neutral water corrosion solids are found
largely in the form of a loosely adherent, finely divided magnetite (containing chromium and nickel oxides) as well as a thin film on metal. Behavior of carbon steel is quite similar to that of stainless steel except that corrosion rates for carbon steel are at least ten times as great as stainless steel and susceptibility to pitting is of extreme importance. In contrast, carbon steels appear to be immune to chloride stress-corrosion cracking, which might occur in heat exchanger tubes on secondaries. Stainless steels appear to be very sensitive in this respect, if oxygen is present simultaneously with chloride. Functional requirements and chemical problems in pressurized water reactors are discussed.


Most problems relating to stress-corrosion cracking originate outside of the laboratory. Diagnosis of the failure is the first problem and, to assist in this, a classification of service failures is presented. The next problem is reproduction of the cracking in the laboratory and this usually involves accelerated test procedures. The meaning and significance of residual stresses, applied loads, the corrosion environment, and the internal structure or condition of the metal is carefully considered. Finally comes a desire to correlate the laboratory tests with service experience to find more resistant materials and to predict behavior in related environments. These aspects of the problem are discussed, and the general principles involved in testing procedures for stress-corrosion cracking are reviewed.

It is mentioned that stainless steel cracks may be either transcrystalline or intercrystalline, depending on the steel and the environment. He cites that cracking of austenitic stainless steels in hydrofluoric acid seems to occur only when corrosion rates are high.


The stress corrosion of austenitic stainless steel may be caused by contact with a chloride-bearing insulating material. To investigate this effect apparatus has been devised consisting of a U-bend specimen, and a tube cut to contact the specimen, and a resistance heater taped to the specimen. The block is immersed in deionized water. The heater provides the test temperature and evaporates water in contact with the specimen, causing concentration of soluble material leached from the block. The apparatus may be used to test specific solutions by substitution of an inert wicking material for the insulation block.


Stress-corrosion cracking has been reported in water, condensate, acetic acid, caustic, coffee, baked beans, and tomato soup, and specific instances of such failures are cited. A stress-relief anneal at 1500 to 1750°F is recommended to avoid stress-corrosion cracking in the lower carbon grades of austenitic stainless steel can be used unless intergranular corrosion is expected. Stress-corrosion cracking can also affect the straight chromium steels, chromium-nickel-manganese stainless alloys and 300 series. One instance is reported of cracking failure of a cast alloy Castings Institute, grade CH (25 chromium-12 nickel) pump impeller in magnesium chloride brine, apparently due to operational stresses.


The author’s previous work on the preferential corrosion and cracking of stress-induced martensite provides only a partial explanation for transgranular cracking in austenitic stainless steel. The mechanism of electrochemical reactions in chloride solutions is explained. It is concluded that the function of corrosion is to trigger the mechanical action that is primarily responsible for failure.


Determination of the effect of austenitizing temperature on hardness, impact and microstructure of types 403, 420, and 431 stainless. Optimum combination of these properties occurred with the austenitizing temperature of 1725, 1850, and 1900°F respectively for types 403, 420, and 431 steels respectively. Metallographic studies made of stress-corrosion specimens tested in a 1:1 hydrochloric acid and water solution containing 1 per cent sodium chloride showed that pitting was initiated at manganese sulfide inclusions and was associated with the pits. Pitting characteristics were dependent on tempering temperatures and therefore are related to microstructure of alloy. Cracking does not occur in type 403 when it is tempered at 1050°F or higher. The temperature is lowered to 900°F for type 420 and it is less than 700°F for type 431 stressed to 75,000 psi and tested in the above solution. Electron microscopy and diffraction studies made of tempered type 403 indicated several carbide phases present after tempering in the 1000 to 1200°F temperature range. Diffraction patterns vary for specimens tempered in this range. Tables, photos, photomicrographs, graphs. Ten references.


Discussion of corrosion of construction materials used in nuclear power plants in which water is used as primary coolant and for steam generation. Metallic materials used in atomic reactors are classified as fuel element or construction materials. Fuel element materials include solid fuels and fuel-cladding. Cladding materials are mainly used to date are aluminum and zirconium alloys and stainless steel and beryllium cladding. Crevice and stress-corrosion cracking in reactors are discussed. Nuclear radiation under high flux density has a significant effect on mechanical and physical properties of metals and alloys which affect corrosion resistance. Corrosion of stainless steels, nickel, Inconel, Monel, copper-nickel alloys and Hastelloy in high purity water is discussed. Tables, graphs, data, references.


Stress corrosion is the cracking of metallic materials which results from the combined effect of tensile stress and corrosive environment. The failures are brittle in nature and occur without warning. The stresses may be either applied in service or residual. Residual stresses are developed by any process which causes a nonuniform change in shape by cold working transformations. Applied stresses are rarely the sole cause of stress corrosion; residual stresses are usually the prime cause or at least a contributory cause of service failures. Metals discussed include stainless steels. Photos, diagrams.


A laboratory-scale corrosion study has shown the susceptibility of stainless steel to stress-corrosion cracking in boiling simulated HRT fuel solutions containing chloride ions. One phase of a test program to examine the susceptibility of type 347 stainless steel bellows in UO2SO4 solutions at elevated temperatures has been completed. The results indicate that the life of the bellows is not greatly shortened when a UO2SO4 solution is used as the coolant instead of distilled water.


STRESS-CORROSION CRACKING


Fully softened 18-8 chromium-nickel steels stressed in tension and exposed to aqueous magnesium chloride (42 weight percent solution at 154 °C) gave stress-corrosion cracking qualitatively similar to that previously found (Part I) for the same steels in the 'as-received' (fully softened and slightly worked) condition. However, certain duplex steels that fractured at zero applied stress in the 'as-received' condition did not fracture at applied stresses less than about two thirds of the 0.1 percent proof stress when fully softened.

Plastic strain or subzero treatment applied to fully softened plain 18-8 steel reduced the time to fracture at any particular applied stress and increased the density of cracking. The quasimartensite formed by either treatment probably provides especially active surface regions for the initiation of stress-corrosion cracks, but plays little part in crack propagation.


A review of the authors' recent studies concerning electrode potential and current measurements on 18 chromium-8 nickel steel wires in hot aerated 42 percent magnesium chloride solution. The cathodic process is identified and its activation energy calculated. The current density at the advancing edge of a crack is estimated. The results of cathodic and anodic polarization are given.


Austenitic stainless steel wires of several usual compositions based on 18 chromium-8 nickel, stressed in tension, have been exposed to 42 percent aqueous magnesium chloride solution at 155 to 154 °C. The apparatus used for the tests provided for measurement of the corrosion potential and for the extension measurement of the exposed specimens during testing.

Potentials obtained with unstressed specimens show a rise to a maximum followed by a fall, and are generally similar to those obtained on tin and on mild steel under conditions where oxide-film repair is followed by film break-down and pitting. Stressed specimens behave similarly in the early stages of exposure, the potential first rising steadily; it then falls relatively rapidly, however, during the last few minutes before fracture of the wire. Extension measurements during testing and the electrochemical properties of specimens removed before fracture indicate that crack propagation takes place only during the final rapid potential fall and thus usually occupies only a small part of the total life of a specimen. At high applied stresses, the times to fracture of steels of different compositions are similar and not greatly influenced by the stress value. Generally, the influence of variation of composition is indirect and much less marked than that of other factors such as mechanical and surface conditions.

At low stresses the times to fracture are very sensitive to the stress value. Although stress has little influence on the processes occurring during the induction period of crack propagation, the rate of crack propagation is substantially independent of the stress value. More extensive corrosion damage is required before cracks can be initiated by lower stresses.

The results are discussed in terms of corrosion processes similar to those found in known cases of stress-corrosion breakdown; of crack initiation at susceptible points on the bare metal surface; and of crack propagation by the rapid anodic dissolution of highly stressed and strained metal.

Preliminary experiments have shown that the processes occurring during the induction period and crack propagation can be greatly retarded by relatively mild cathodic protection.


A type 304 tank used to hold maleic anhydride suffered from stress-corrosion cracking which washed out from the insulation due to a steam leak and concentrated where water in the leachings evaporated. Breaks in tar coating also admitted rain water contaminated by free chlorine and sulfur chloride in the atmosphere. Recommendations included heat treatment to eliminate residual stresses from fabrication of the tank, painting prior to insulation, and change in tank design. Photomicrograph shows branch cracks typical of stress corrosion cracking.

G. Klingel, "Corrosion Cracking of Stainless Steel," Metal Progress, Vol. 69, April, 1956, pp. 77-78.

Surface stress is often present in hardened stainless steel parts even after stress-relieving treatments. Removal of a thin surface layer after heat-treatment can prevent stress-corrosion failures.


In a study of the mechanism of stress-corrosion cracking, approximately 40 solutions were investigated as possible corro-rodents to be used in stress-corrosion tests of type 304 and 304L stainless steels. A boiling solution of ammonium chloride-1 per cent commercial ammonium nitrate solution, pH 7.0, produced stress-corrosion cracking in a few hours in the 304 steel stressed to 80 per cent of yield or more, and in the 304L steel stressed to 100 per cent or more of their room temperature yield strengths. Cracking was produced in 0.2-in. gage lengths strained 0.5 per cent or more. There was, however, no correlation between macroscopic strain and tendency to develop stress-corrosion cracks. Pitting was produced by solutions having pH's less than 4.0. Studies of the development of cracks, made both by interrupting tests and by photographing specimens in situ indicated that stress-corrosion cracks can develop with little, or possibly no, previous pitting. Gas, believed to be hydrogen, was shown escaping from cracks. Corrosion products contain metal ions in approximately the same proportion as the parent metal. Limited data indicate that stress-corrosion cracking is not limited to any particular crystallographic plane or set of planes.

It is postulated that stress-corrosion cracking of type 304 stainless steel results from rupture of the passive film by the application of stress under conditions favorable to the formation of oxygen concentration cells.


Stress-corrosion cracking occurred in all specimens exposed to liquid and vapor phases of chloride-bearing boiler water, except type 430 stainless steel. The results confirm the conclusion, that austenitic stainless steels as a class are subject to stress-corrosion cracking in high temperature waters containing chlorides and oxygen. Steels tested included: types 304 and 430, 6 austenitic steels with nickel content from 10 to 40 per cent, and Carpenter-76 molybdenum.


Stress corrosion and intergranular corrosion can occur simultaneously and only a few grains apart. Two cases are cited where molybdenum-bearing stainless steels which had failed primarily by each mechanism, but which had suffered combined attack from the other as well. Both types of failure are evident on each photomicrograph.

A. V. Rialchenkov and V. M. Nikiforova, "The Mechanism of Corrosion Cracking

Electrochemical factors are very important in initiating and developing corrosion cracking. It is claimed that a potential difference is the basic cause of failure.


After exploring the relevant properties of 18-8, the article describes their effect on fabrication and design of welded equipment for corrosive service. Gas welding is used with very thin sheets while arc welding is most generally used. Distortion of parts near weld in stainless steel is considered. Exposure of hot zone to atmospheric oxygen reduces corrosion resistance at joint; hence, the need for coated electrodes or inert shielding gas. Design stresses and stress corrosion, electrolytic cells, and stress corrosion and passivation are considered.


Stress corrosion cracking and corrosion fatigue in vessels and piping containing acids or caustic, and in power plants, and steam generating and transmission systems of pulp and paper mills, are considered. Causes of static tensile stresses and additional factors, and the effects of stress and water composition, are discussed. The most important factor contributing to stress-corrosion cracking is the condition of butt welds along the inside of piping. Proper joint design, preparation and welding are reviewed, with attention to austenitic stainless steels in high temperature water and steam are given. A brief description of procedure, conclusions reached, and illustrative data only as needed for clarity, are included. Following a review of results of laboratory specifications on amount of welded type 304 stainless steel, are discussed. Numerous tests were conducted in alkaline-phosphate treated waters. Cracking was predominantly transgranular. The results of annealed steel stress-relief treatments, stabilized grades of stainless steel, low operational stresses, low chromium levels, low oxygen levels, and proper corrosion inhibitors are all important steps toward elimination of stress-corrosion hazards.

1957


After several failures occurred in the HRT (homogeneous reactor test) leak detector system, several lengths of the 304 stainless tube were removed for metallographic examination. Chloride contamination entered the system in a portion of the first lot of tubing used for shield penetration. In the leak detector system, cracks were found that extended entirely through the tube wall. While these cracks were typical chloride stress-corrosion cracks, they formed under very low stress levels. A complete repeating of tubing was necessary. Cracks are found in two out of four high pressure flanges examined. Cracks were not deep but were present in area of highest stress; replacement was required.

Photomicrographs.


A petroleum refinery discovered that a recent survey showed most frequently encountered difficulties in the catalytic reformer corrosion are: excessive metal loss (above that anticipated); heavy scaling of furnace tubes, exchangers and transfer lines; plugging of catalyst beds; fouling of heater and exchanger tubes; stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steel; and pitting or condensate-chloride corrosion. Other problems considered are: hot spots in furnace tubes, high-temperature hydrogen attack on type 347 stainless steel, boric acid, and sodium metasilicate; cold corrosion; and fatigue failure due to vibration. Preventive measures include: proper alloying, generally with 18-8 at high temperatures; feed-stick desulfurization, hydrogen sulfide removal in recycle gas; aluminumizing; acid cleaning to remove scale; and radial flow reactors or mechanical scale catchers.


Chloride-induced stress corrosion was encountered in an 18-8 stainless homogeneous reactor test during preliminary testing. Reactor is unique in that it will operate at 230 to 300°C with an aqueous unryl sulfate solution fuel containing 200 to 500 ppm of dissolved oxygen. Cracking occurred in a secondary system used for detecting leaks in flanged joints of primary systems and in grooves of flanges in primary systems. Leak detection system was found to be contaminated with chloride introduced during manufacture. Tests show that stress-corrosion cracking of types 304 and 347 stainless does not occur in oxygenated unryl sulfate solutions unless chlorides are present. Composition is given of contaminated solution from Homogeneous Reactor Test (HRT) Leak-Detector system includes nickel and chromium content. Photomicrographs, diagrams, 10 references.


Behavior of 12 stainless alloys (types 304, 302, 347, 309, and 316, Armco 17-7PH, 17-4PH, Inconel X, Hastelloy F, Hastelloy X, and AMS 5616), including both hardenable and nonhardenable grades, in degassed supercritical water at 800, 1000, and 1350°F, and a pressure of 5000 psi is described. In general, corrosion was found to be intergranular, while at 1000°F, only Inconel X exhibited selective penetration along grain boundaries. All alloys suffered some decarburization and carbide precipitation after exposure to 1350°F supercritical water. No significant phase changes were observed at 800 and 1000°F. Armco 17-7PH, Armco 17-4PH, and Hastelloy F alloys were most resistant materials at 1350 and 1000°F. All alloys exhibited excellent resistance to 800°F degassed supercritical water. AISI type 316 was shown to be susceptible to stress-corrosion cracking at 1360°F. Tables and graphs summarize corrosion data. Photomicrographs. B. W. Bradley and N. R. Dunne, "Corrosion Measurements in a Hydrogen-Sulfide-Water Absorption Tower," *Corrosion*, Vol. 13, No. 4, pp. 30-34 (1957).

Series of corrosion evaluation tests were run concurrently in a pilot plant constructed to evaluate high-pressure water absorption followed by simple low-pressure flashing as a means of sweetening sour natural gas. Carbon steel corrosion rates, although high initially, diminished to tolerable level within the 19-day test. Killed carbon steel, type 304, Inconel, and K-Monel were resistant to sulfide corrosion cracking. Inconel, Monel, and type 304 showed low hydrogen loss. Hydrogen-probes indicated decreasing corrosion rates in absorber and degasifying drums. Water dispersible, amine-type inhibitor reduced carbon steel corrosion rates and indicated protection from stress-corrosion cracking. Among other materials tested in form of coupons were N-80, J-55, 9-nickel steel, SAE 4340, Ni-Resist, Carpenter 20, types 302, 316, and 410, and nickel. Data indicate stress-relieved carbon steel vessels and piping, type 304, 316L, and 316 pump casings, impellers and shafts, and K-Monel impeller rings, Bourdon tubes, and relief valve springs. Tables, graphs.

(146) W. F. Brindley, L. R. Scharfstein, and M. A. Golik, "Chloride Stress-Corrosion Testing of Type 347 Stainless Steel Steam..."

Cracks in the stainless steel tubing varied in depth, averaging from 5 to 10 mils. The cracks observed extended at least half-way around the circumference. The conditions of this test, particularly the considerable quantity of oxygen in the vapor, are extremely severe and are unlikely to occur in practice. However, the event of cracks observed extended at least half-way around the circumference. It appears that exposure to the vapor for an extended period of time was necessary to cause cracking. Inasmuch as the vapor consisted of rather large amounts of oxygen it may be concluded that steam and oxygen are an important part of the mechanism leading to chloride stress-corrosion cracking. The fact that cracking can occur in a deformed tube in a crevice, with very little likelihood of chloride concentrating in this manner, points to the importance of the gaseous oxygen. Tables, photomicrographs.


Tests have been performed in various NaOH mixtures to investigate the expected behavior of type 347 stainless steel in the SG third fluid sodium-potassium filled system in the event of a water leak. Idealized capsule tests show stress-corrosion cracking to be severe in 100 per cent NaOH and in NaOH solutions containing appreciable amounts of water. Tests of NaOH plus various additives show, however, that if the corrosion rate can be made to exceed 5000 mg per sq dm per month the tendency to crack is reduced. The most promising additive seems to be NaOH.


Important corrosion problems are encountered in insulating high-purity water with respect to the engineering application of materials. Most of the evaluations and remarks are based on exposure to high-purity water at 500 to 600 F at velocities up to 30 ft per sec. Special attention is given to crevice corrosion of build-up and pitting types, galvanic, intergranular and stress corrosion. Materials considered include 18-8 types and straight chromium stainless steels, nickel-cobalt, and copper-base alloys, and hardenable steels. Graphs show effects of oxygen, clearance and temperature on crevice corrosion. In discussion, J. E. Dralely considered aluminum-nickel alloys and plating of aluminum with Xanogen electroless nickel to prevent high purity water attack.


An investigation is reported on conditions under which stress corrosion and cracking occur in austenitic stainless steels in steam and hot water. The effects of temperature, pressure and contamination with chloride or hydroxide ions are discussed.


The results of chloride stress-corrosion cracking tests of resistance-annealed and retort-annealed T-347 stainless steel steam generator tubing are given. These tests were made in a tilted autoclave exposing unstressed tube sections and stressed U-bend tubing to alternate wetting-drying with 50 per cent saturated boiler water. Nine resistance-annealing treatments and one retort-annealing treatment were investigated. Based on the number of cracks found and general corrosion resistance, tubing brought to resistance-annealing temperature in 4 to 12 min appears to be as resistant to cracking as retort-annealed tubes. Retort-annealed tubes are more resistant to general corrosion than resistance-annealed tubes. With the application of stress to resistance-annealed tubing more resistance is obtained with heating times of 4 to 12 min than when shorter or longer times are used. Areas in the vicinity of electrical clamps on resistance-annealed tubes are less resistant to corrosion and cracking than other sections of tubing. Tables and graphs.

solved favorably. As a result, protective coatings are formed on the surface of all alloys susceptible to stress corrosion. Cracking of these alloys under plastic deformation increases the localization of the corrosion process and causes the phenomenon of corrosion crack. Nineteen references.


Crystals which grow as delicate plates from the surface of stainless steel may explain metal failure attributed to stress corrosion. They form on strongly stressed stainless steel specimens which are exposed to corroding atmospheres containing traces of chloride ions. This growth of plates on the surface could lead to chemical cutting of metal. As platelets grow above the surface, minute crevices might grow downward into the metal surface, leading to concentration of stress at base of crevices. Subjected to very pure oxygen and water vapor, the surface of typical specimen erups with billions of oxide whiskers; their density is about six billion per square inch. Unexpected changes occur in crystal growth simply by prestressing the stainless steel and adding less than five parts per million of chloride ions to the atmosphere. Instead of long thin filaments, rows of thin, upright, parallel plates grow in definite crystallographic direction. Electron micrographs.


A summary of failures which occurred in the HRT mockup. All of the failures have occurred in type 347 stainless steel parts except type 321 O-ring and type 304 cap screw. All instances of cracking were found in areas which contained stagnant liquid or low flow. In several cases, crevice corrosion which was caused by low flow and oxygen depletion was also observed. Solids or scale were found in all cases of the crevice type of corrosion. Operational life of the different equipment varied from 24 to 8000 hr before cracks were found. Temperature at location of failures varied from −150 to +305°C. All failures occurred in home process system of loop. Photomicrographs.


This paper summarizes information on melting practice, hot- and cold-rolling in blooming and strip mills, forging, annealing, pickling, brake- and roll-forming, deep drawing, polishing and welding of AISI types 201 and 202. Table lists effects of lowering temperatures (1800-1500°F) on mechanical properties. Charts show cold rolling practice, oxidation characteristics, and hardness and gage surveys of deep-drawn parts. Stress-corrosion cracking tests in boiling 10% lithium chloride show no difference in cracking of comparative samples of drawn 201, 202, and 302.


Erosion-corrosion problems result from combination of corrosion plus mechanical sweeping away of corrosion products by a high-velocity stream with associated metal loss. Table lists effects of bends or ends of heat exchanger or refinery heater tubes. Sulfur compounds in presence of water emulsified with oil result in corrosion with formation of sulfates. For ferrous materials the most familiar occurrence in refinery situations is cracking of austenitic stainless steels in chloride-bearing environments. Sometimes accompanied by chloride pitting, this type of cracking occurs transgranularly and usually with little actual metal loss. Considerable concentration of chloride ions to the atmosphere. In several cases, crevice corrosion cracking of a type 347 tube from inside while leaching of magnesium chloride salt from wall refractory during shutdown led to severe cracking of tubing from the outside. In this case stresses were largely of thermal origin but may be from bending, welding, straightening or fluid pressure. Photomicrographs.


Intergranular cracks developed in an austenitic steel of unspecified composition in service as an end bell in a turbo-genera tor installation. Samples of the metal subjected to chloride-containing test solutions developed only transgranular cracks, but in a calcium-ammonium nitrate solution rapidly formed intergranular stress-cracks. A manganese-chromium steel (no analysis) also developed intergranular cracks in the nitrate solution. Nitrate deposits were found in connected equipment. Improved materials suggested for this service application are austenitic stainless steels. Two showing "satisfactory results" in both chloride and nitrate solutions are 12 chromium-12 nickel-6 manganese-0.2 carbon steel, and 12 chromium-20 to 24 manganese-0.08 to 0.20 carbon (no information on nitrogen content).


With view to using geothermal steam for electrical power production, the New Zealand Dept of Scientific and Industrial Research investigated corrosive properties of the steam in contact with turbine and condenser alloys. Low- and high-velocity corrosion tests were conducted in geothermal steam containing hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide and steam-water mixtures. Nitric acid was added to solution. Detailed results are given for a range of common engineering alloys including Ni-Resist, high-silicon and gray cast iron, 47 nickel steel, various 18-8 steels, 35-10 nickel-chromium stainless, Rex 326 stainless steel, Monel, Inconel, nickel and nickel-plated steel, among others. Stress corrosion, erosion corrosion and hydrogen embrittlement are discussed. Tables.


Danger of cracking by stress corrosion depends both on the mechanical and chemical stress of the material. Conditions for cracking are (1) the presence of two different kind of atoms in the same lattice, and (2) the presence of elastic or hyper-elastic stresses. A corrosive agent must act, attacking the mixed crystal; a potential gradient must exist between the components of the material; and there must be solute action by the corrosive agent. As foreign atoms influence the elastic limit and flow properties, each stress causes a change in linkage and in the electrochemical potential.

(165) A. McIntosh, "Corrosion Problems in the Production of Nuclear Power," *Chemistry and Industry*, p. 687 (1957); Discussion, p. 166.

Maintenance is possible in chemical plants for extraction of uranium, but not in plants where plutonium is extracted. Development of chromium-nickel austenitic steels for constructional materials was considered. Cooperative effort resulted in adoption of 18 chromium-13 nickel stabilized by 1 per cent niobium which was not lost during welding. 18-13-1 niobium corrodes at less than half the rate of 18-8-titanium in 70 per cent (by weight) nitric acid at the boiling point such as used in the plutonium separation process. Effects of various influences on corrosion of stainless steels and welds, inhibition of accelerated corrosion by nitrogen dioxide and mechanism of corrosion of stainless steel in boiling nitric acid were discussed. Further problems considered included corrosion of magnesium alloy cans (used to store fuel elements under water), corrosion of stainless and mild steels in water at high temperature, zirconium, aluminum and their alloys. In discussion, T. P. Hoar questioned reference to stress-corrosion cracking of stainless steel in steam containing no trace of chloride.


Some case histories condensers and heat exchangers, cooling coils, in contact with wet thermal insulation are given. In all failures that were investigated, aqueous media containing chlorides were involved. It was impossible to establish the minimum chloride content at which cracking would occur because there was evidence in all cases that concentration of chlorides had taken place. It is suspected that, in the absence of crevices or heated surfaces on which concentrations of chlorides could exist, a high chloride concentration (several per cent) would be necessary to initiate cracking. The lowest metal temperature at which stress-corrosion cracking occurred was 80°C. Usu-
Stress-Corrosion Cracking

A series of heats of high-purity 18-8 steel containing controlled amounts of nitrogen and carbon were tested. Those with less than 0.01 percent carbon and 0.01 percent nitrogen did not crack within 260 hr. With 0.15 percent carbon and 0.5 percent nitrogen, cracking time was 2.5 hr and 1.2 hr, respectively. Effect of nickel in providing increased resistance to stress-corrosion cracking is discussed. Experiments demonstrate that a precipitation process is responsible for crack formation and that austenite-to-ferrite transformation is secondary. Crack direction is dictated by homogeneous reactor test (HRT), some advances in nuclear engineering, precipitation of solids; such occurred in stagnant oxygen-depleted pump systems made from titanium. Stress-corrosion cracking and certain parts of the circulating system contributed to the cracking. A description of this mockup is presented and operation experience as related to design and operation of HRT is outlined. Major material of construction for both fuel and blanket systems is type 347 stainless steel. The reactor core vessel is made of Zircaloy 2, the gas separator and certain parts of the circulating pump are made from titanium. Stress-corrosion cracking of 347 stainless steel occurs in several regions in contact with uranyl sulfate. Cracking was generally accompanied by precipitation of solids; no such phenomena were observed when oxygen concentration in main steam was maintained at a proper level. Results of extensive investigation of chloride stress-corrosion testing of type 347 stainless steel steam generator tubing are presented. Experiments to determine the effect of corrosion of type 347 stainless steel with varying carbon content in reference primary coolant water are given.

1958


This paper includes the statement that transgranular stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steel by chlorides is being prevented by washing piping and exchangers with water and dilute alkaline solutions during shutdowns. Intergranular cracking of unstabilized austenitic alloy lining has occurred in one pre-treater reactor, probably as a result of polythionic acid formed by steam on sulfide scale, but has not occurred in units where stabilized alloys are used and contact of wet steam is avoided.

1958


Stress-corrosion cracks in austenitic steel caused by incidental addition of sodium chloride to feedwater were investigated. It was shown that the steel from one source containing less nitrogen than that from another source was more liable to stress corrosion and that the columbium-carbon ratio was a secondary factor. In addition to metallographic examination, the corrosion behavior of steels in fuming 65 per cent nitric acid has proved a valuable indicator of the factors contributing to the crack formation.

1958


A review of the principles of embrittlement of steels. Description is given of investigations of chromium-molybdenum-vanadium steels. Results of tests on hydrogen embrittlement and on corrosion under stress showed influence of cold working, composition, and mechanical properties of the steel. Tests include stainless steels and a 9.15 per cent nickel steel. The influence of chromium content on corrosion resistance of stainless steels was studied from the point of view of susceptibility to hydrogen and a scale of mechanical properties at which steels show greatest resistance to hydrogen was developed. It was found that 9 per cent nickel steel behaves very badly and that it is impossible to anneal it at high temperatures. A detailed study of the possibility of industrial heat treatment was carried out. Graphs, photomicrographs, tables.
Theories of mechanism of stress corrosion. Laboratory testing of steels of varying alloy content; influence of type of corrosive agent, concentration, pH, temperature, type and amount of stress, alloying elements, and structure of steel. Examples of stresses and types of equipment in service. Nine references.


Jigger screen hoppers, fabricated from type 403 stainless steel under high vibration, at 175 F, are used to separate the coarse from the fine milk of lime. The screens are cleaned daily by washing with a dilute solution of inhibited hydrochloric acid. Long hairline cracks developed in the stainless steel on the bottom after 6 weeks of operation. An attempt to weld the cracks was unsuccessful. By welding a steel plate, followed by painting with a glass-fiber reinforced neoprene lining substantially less down-time and a considerable reduction in buildup of lime was achieved.


Case histories of a number of stress-corrosion cracking failures encountered in plant service are presented and discussed. Emphasis is placed on the type, extent and frequency of the cracking observed. Research techniques employed to establish that the failure is one of stress cracking are also described.


A description of the status of work on the mechanism of stress-corrosion cracking of stainless steel. Preflaming in unaryl sulfate-copper sulfate was found to give some protection from 50 ppm chloride level; sodium sulfate addition was also helpful. Higher nickel content of alloys gave improved resistance to cracking in chlorides.


The Submarine Thermal Reactor Mark I Core-3 utilizes hardened type 410 stainless steel. The primary coolant pressure boundary material in the motor tubes of all control rod drive mechanisms. Stress-corrosion data, other laboratory test data, and service performance data are reviewed and the suitability of the steel for this application is re-evaluated.


Description of Societa per Azioni Fabbriche Fiammiferi Ed Affini's semichemical mill in Magenta, Italy. Rotary digesters are made of mild steel. Lining digesters with stainless steel proved unsatisfactory due to stress cracking at plug welds so metalworking with acid is needed. Process piping is either rubber-lined, lead or stainless steel. Pulp is discharged from top of tower by a rotary plow into a stainless steel screw conveyor. Caustic and bleach liquor are pumped to stainless steel head boxes that maintain constant heads on rotameters supplying caustic and bleach to caustic and hypochlorite stages.


Intercrystalline cracking of stainless steels is generally assumed to be the consequence of carbide precipitation in the steel and is successfully controlled either by heat treatment or by stabilization of the steels with titanium or columbium. However, there are at least three cases in which intercrystalline failures are known to occur in steels which have been properly stabilized or in which the normal explanation cannot be applicable. One case is intercrystalline corrosion found in steel in caustic and hypochlorite stages. It seems that conditions leading to this type of failure can arise in plants using reasonably high purity waters, provided that there is a heavy heat flux through the steel and the design is such as to allow concentration effects to occur. A second type of intercrystalline failure occurs with low carbon 18-8 molybdenum steel. It was found that what appears to be intercrystalline stress corrosion occurs in concentrated chloride solutions such as 42 per cent sodium hydroxide. Water solution of ferric nitrate has also been found with austenitic alloys in fused chloride. This type of cracking is again believed not to be the preferential leaching of the chromium by the salt. It appears therefore that there are at least three types of intercrystalline corrosion associated with the austenitic stainless steel which are not due to lack of stabilization and cannot therefore be avoided by merely ensuring that the steel is not susceptible to intercrystalline corrosion in the conventional copper sulfate or nitric acid test.


General discussion of corrosion and stress-corrosion problems in chemical and power plants. Some case histories.


Apparatus and quantitative procedures for sulfide corrosion cracking tests have been developed. Statistical techniques of probit analysis have been adapted for use with cracking test data so as to make optimum use of minimum number of tests. Analysis of laboratory data yields a number which is called the critical strain, Sc. This is the strain at which the probability of failure under specific test conditions for one lifetime of brittle steels have low S values whereas nonsusceptible steels have high S values. Critical strain is a function not only of the alloy tested, but also of test environment and procedure. It is lowered by addition of acids and . Usually tests are described; however, these values, all tested at the same strain, the relative severity of any given test environment (for instance, flow from sour gas well) can be measured. Analysis of data from field tests yields a severity ratio, Rc, which is the critical strain of an alloy which would give 50 per cent failures in test. High Rc values are associated with severe test conditions. The general method may be adaptable to other stress-corrosion systems. Data are presented for 5-9 nickel steels of 9-12 chrome content and also 18-8 stainless steel, among others. Photos show laboratory and field stress-corrosion cracking specimen holders.


The results of stress-corrosion tests of type 347 stainless steel in 500 F, 10-11 pH lithium hydroxide are described. Stressed-bolt specimens heated to 626, 665 and 695 F to produce boiling were exposed for 4 weeks to determine the extent of corrosion to be expected. Also, tests were made to evaluate corrosion under conditions of leakage to the atmosphere.


The current activities on the investigation of stress-corrosion cracking of hardened type 410 stainless steel are reviewed.


Stress-corrosion cracking of chrome-plated, hardened 410 stainless steel tempered at 650 F in submarine reactor cooling water was investigated. Differences between laboratory testing conditions and actual service make it necessary to redesign a new test specimen, which more closely simulates motor tube geometry.


Stress-corrosion sensitivity of supersaturated alloys with intercrystalline failure can be eliminated by heat treatment, provided the alloy is not corrosion sensitive in the homogeneous state of saturation. With unsupersaturated homogeneous al-
STRESS-CORROSION CRACKING

result from pitting, crevice corrosion, intergranular corrosion, stress-corrosion cracking and related phenomena where general corrosion is actually slight. Causes and means of avoiding such types of failures were discussed, but emphasis was placed on the need to understand the nature and mechanisms of stress-corrosion cracking. The following discussion of recent advances is included in this paper.


An investigation, using apparatus specially designed by the author, of stress corrosion cracking in steels, with particular emphasis on the role of surface layers such as oxides. Supporting data are given on the presence of low-alloy nickel-chromium-molybdenum and austenitic steels exposed to solutions containing potassium dichromate, nitrate, and halide additions.


This paper includes an electron micrograph of the corrosion process formed by stress-corrosion of type 304 stainless steel exposed to 80°C (142°F) in wet oxygen plus a trace of hydrogen chloride. The corrosion process consists of platelets of chrome oxides, which are single crystals.


In the discussion on the corrosion performance of Armo 17-7 PH and PH 15-7 molybdenum steels, stress corrosion is mentioned. Stressed specimens have not cracked in the mild industrial atmosphere at Middletown, Ohio, but cracking has occurred in a marine atmosphere.


Behavior of chromium-nickel austenitic stainless steel in 42 percent aqueous chromic oxide solutions containing potassium dichromate, nitrate, and halide additions.


To realize optimum performance of stainless steel equipment, attention is now being directed to minimize failures that are due to stress corrosion cracking and related phenomena where general corrosion is actually slight. Causes and means of avoiding such types of failures were discussed, but emphasis was placed on the need to understand the nature and mechanisms of stress-corrosion cracking. The following discussion of recent advances is included in this paper.
readily in the aerated, superheated steam, but did not occur at all in the air-free, superheated steam. These test results provide experimental confirmation of Hoar and Hines’ theory that the cathodic depolarizing action of oxygen is essential to the mechanism. For comparison purposes corrosion-rate data, and stress-corrosion data on other alloys in the steam are given. Factors controlling the stress corrosion of austenitic stainless steel in geothermal steam are discussed.


Single crystals of austenitic steels with approximate composition 18 chromium–8 nickel and 20 chromium–20 nickel and of a ferritic steel containing 20 per cent chromium have been grown. Single crystals were stressed in tension in boiling magnesium chloride. The aim of the experiments was to try to distinguish between the various proposed theories of stress corrosion by utilizing the special advantages of single crystals.


A discussion of stress level, chemical environment, and time of exposure as the three elements involved in stress-corrosion cracking. The author describes intergranular and transgranular types of stress-corrosion and enumerates design countermeasures. These include selection of material, avoiding built-in crevices and corrosion sites, use of stress relief, avoidance of high thermal stresses in service, control of chemical environment, use of shotpeening or cathodic protection in difficult applications, and avoidance of careless handling of work-hardenable metals. The table lists harmful environments for austenitic stainless steels, brass, aluminum-magnesium, steel, and manganese-aluminum.


A series of screening tests was run on tilting autoclaves to evaluate the performance of selected potential inhibitors in preventive chloride and stress-corrosion attack of type 347 austenitic stainless steel in alkaline-phosphate boiler water containing 50 or 500 ppm chloride. The tests were conducted at a temperature of 500°F and saturation pressure. On the basis of the screening test results, a number of the more promising inhibitors was tested further to evaluate concentration effects. Of the chemicals tested, nitrate appears to be a satisfactory inhibitor for boiler application. Sodium sulfite also effectively prevented the stress-corrosion cracking by scavenging oxygen.


U-bend test specimens were subjected to corrosive water in rocker autoclaves, both in the vapor and the water phases. It was found that oxygen and chlorides were the only variables contributing to the cracking. Results indicate that a high oxygen level will not allow cracking to occur in the presence of chlorides. The minimum oxygen level inducing cracking was 4 per cent. Oxide film formation on the steel may be sufficient to induce corrosion cracking, even in low oxygen concentrations. Since a surprisingly high concentration of oxygen was necessary to cause cracking, it is suggested that, with adequate deaeration, untreated water may be used safely in boilers.


To reduce stress corrosion of stainless steel in plants established design practices for high temperature equipment should be followed (piping stress analysis); dead ends or traps should be avoided or periodically flushed; careless handling of parts should be avoided to prevent work-hardening; cleaning agents that could be employed as picking solutions should not be used; heating and cooling of stainless sections should be done gradually to prevent the creation of thermal stresses; lagging should be kept on high temperature lines and fittings, and they should be kept dry.


Cathodic and anodic polarization curves for the stress corrosion of a 18-9 chromium-nickel steel in boiling 42 per cent magnesium chloride were plotted. An effect of polarization on the rate of stress-corrosion cracks was established by metallography. An explanation is given of the shape of the cathodic and anodic polarization curves from the polarization diagram for stress corrosion and by the observations on the effect of polarization on the shape of the cracks. Photomicrographs.

(212) A. V. Riabchenkov and E. L. Kasimirovskaya, “Fatigue Strength of Austenitic Stainless Steel Exposed to High Temperatures,” Metallovedenie i Obrobota Metalla, p. 6 (1958); Brutcher Translation No. 4164.

Study of the effect of high-temperature gas corrosion on the endurance limit of gas turbine blades. Data on scaling behavior and endurance limits of two austenitic stainless steels in dry air containing various amounts of sulfur dioxide and in air containing sulfur dioxide and water vapor, at 650°C.


A description is given of an installation designed for the electrochemical study of localized regions of a metal subjected simultaneously to a corrosive medium and a tensile stress. The stress corrosion of cast iron and several steels was investigated in 0.01 N HC1 solutions with 0.09 per cent H2O2, and the electrode potential was measured. The results show that static stresses displace the electrode potential of steel to more negative values. It was established that the potential of the grain boundary is more negative than the potential of the grain body.


Overstressed U-bends of types 304 and 347 stainless steels were exposed to water containing 5 to 550 ppm chloride ion at temperatures of 165, 185, 200, and 500°F. The pH was controlled at 6.5 to 7.5 and 10.6 to 11.2. Examination of specimens was made to ascertain the initiation of cracks. At high pH, cracks appeared at the edges with little evidence of pitting; at the neutral pH, cracks were found both at edges and associated with pits. Oxygen content of the water was an important variable, especially in its effect in accelerating pitting of sensitized type 304 stainless steel had longer and deeper cracks than annealed types 304 and 347 in the same exposure time. Where boiling or alternate wetting and drying of the stainless steel U-bends did not occur, chloride stress-corrosion cracking of the U-bends was prevented by alkaline phosphate treatment.


Overstressed U-bends of 304 and 347 stainless steels were exposed to water containing chloride ions to determine the
susceptibility of those steels to stress-corrosion cracking between 165 and 200°F; pH was controlled at 6.5 to 7.5 and 10.6 to 11.2 for the tests. At the high pH crack appeared at the edges, with little evidence of pitting. At the neutral pH cracks were formed at the edges and associated with pits. It is concluded that chlori-ride stress-corrosion cracking in the test range is less severe than at 500°F. Specific conditions are required.


In this paper it is mentioned that the effect of mechanical stress on the corrosion resistance was investigated by autoradiography of the corroded specimens. Resistance to stress corrosion of the 316L specimens containing molybdenum and copper was inferior to that of the specimen containing columbium. Corrosion resistance of columbium stainless steel seemed scarcely to be influenced by applied stress.


Description of a new method of testing austenitic steels for long-time corrosion-resistance in aqueous solutions at high temperatures and pressures. Three austenitic steels were investigated, containing 10 to 15 per cent nickel and 14 to 18 per cent chromium with small amounts of other elements. All three steels were subject to stress-corrosion cracking in alkaline solutions, with mainly transcrystalline fracture. In distilled water at 100°C with access of oxygen only 15-15 steel was attacked. No stress-corrosion cracking occurred in distilled water at 300°C and restricted oxygen supply, or in solutions of sodium bicarbonate, trisodium phosphate, disodium phosphate, sodium sulfate, and sodium sulfite in absence or a limited supply of oxygen. Critical concentrations of alkaline solutions depend on temperature and pressure. Stress-corrosion cracking inhibiting effect of sodium chloride additions to alkaline solutions was studied. The exponential character of curves of time-to-rupture versus absolute temperature of alkaline solutions is discussed. Heat treatment has no direct effect on tendency to stress-corrosion cracking but may prevent it by eliminating internal stresses.


It is found that the edges of austenitic stainless steels can occur with caustic solutions as dilute as 1 per cent by weight. Attack takes the form of intercrystalline cracking which can cause fracture of specimens stressed to 10 tons per sq cm at 300°C. Intercrystalline cracking was observed for both potassium hydroxide and sodium hydroxide. In high pressure steam, however, potassium hydroxide contaminated specimens show intercrystalline cracking. Addi- tion of sodium silicate to sodium hydrox- ide contaminating the specimen exposed to high steam pressures causes cracking to become wholly intercrystalline. Reduction in oxygen supply at 300°C and intercrystalline cracking was observed for both potassium hydroxide and sodium hydroxide. In high pressure steam, however, density up to 0.01 ma per sq cm were found to have no effect on cracking tendency, nor did coupling of 18-8 steel to platinum.


Stainless steels, 18-8, stabilized with either columbium or titanium were exposed as heat-transfer specimens to boiling potassium hydroxide solutions at a pH of 11 at 280°C (536°F). When stressed to 20,000 psi they did not crack. When formed into specimens with crevices allowing concentration of the caustic, they cracked intergranularly within 200 hr. Sealed tubes containing 10, 25, and 50 per cent potassium hydroxide placed in a furnace at 325°C (617°F) and stressed by the steam pressure failed within 200 hr by a combination of trans- and intercrystalline cracking.


The effect of cold work and heat treatment on corrosion resistance of type 347 stainless steel was investigated. Phosphate and fluoride ions partially inhibited stress-corrosion cracking of 347 stainless steel in chloride-containing water at 200°C. The effect of UO2+ on stress-corrosion cracking of 347 stainless steel in chloride-containing UO2SO4 solutions was studied. Various treatments to prevent cracking of wrought type 347 stainless steel U-bend specimens in chloride- and oxygen-containing water at 300°C were tried. Cast 347 steel shows no cracking in MgCl2 or in chloride-containing water.

1959


Stress-corrosion cracking of type 316 evaporator tubes is mentioned in connection with sugar and corn syrup production.


A series of alloys was prepared with the nickel content ranging from 8 to 80 per cent with the chromium held at 16 to 20 per cent and with the balance essentially iron. These were drawn to wire, loaded in tension, exposed to boiling 42 per cent magnesium chloride solution and the time to cracking observed. The specimens with 8 per cent nickel broke within an hour. The time to cracking increases rapidly with nickel content and alloys with more than 45 to 50 per cent nickel seemed immune to cracking. (Also Reference (244))

(225) C. Edeleanu, “Propagation of Stress-Corro- sion Cracks,” *Physical Metallurgy* of
W. W. Kirk, F. H. Beck, and M. G. J. P. Engle, G. L. Floyd, and R. B. E. Finsen, "Controlling Corrosion in a wetting and drying of the specimen. Stainless steels was studied under various Austenitic Steels in High Temperature Stress-Corrosion Fracturing, "Paper by Imperial Chromium-nickel steel wires have been used in all cases and that there are only differences in detail from case to case. This paper supports the view that the cracks progress in short brittle bursts in the case of alpha brass in ammoniam and it is postulated that the function of corrosion is to assist in the initiation of brittle fracture and not to cause appreciable penetration.


The active-passive characteristics of the alloys play an important role which probably has not been understood previously: A number of factors, acting together, must be present to produce cracking. Indications are that cracking occurs in neutral chloride solutions when passivity is destroyed at localized areas of film-breakdown. If the entire surface is activated, as in the presence of hydrochloric acid, no cracking results. Figures.


It is mentioned that stress-corrosion cracking occurred in acid and liquor piping where frequent abrupt temperature changes occur, and in locations where hydraulic pulsations set up vibration in piping; at present stress is the only variable that can be controlled if chlorides cannot be eliminated.


Stress-corrosion cracks in austenitic chromium-nickel steel wires have been examined at different stages of their development using various techniques. It is found that crack development can be divided into two stages: the formation of fine cracks which spread sideways faster than they penetrate into the material; and the formation of larger open cracks which are extensively branched and which form from fine cracks after yielding has begun ahead of the crack.


Stress corrosion of austenitic stainless steels was studied under various conditions of stress, chloride concentration, temperature, time, and intermittent wetting and drying of the specimen. Specimens of types 347, 316, and 304 stainless steel will crack at stress as low as 2000 psi at 50 ppm NaCl. Reduced temperatures increase the time necessary for the onset of cracking but have no effect on the stress necessary to produce cracking. A proposed mechanism of stress-corrosion cracking is based on the periodic progression of a crack plus the contributions of stress and electrochemical dissolutions.


Stress-corrosion tests of 12 per cent chromium stainless steel (types 403, 422) were made in 0.5 per cent acetic acid saturated with hydrogen sulfide. For the materials tested, resistance to stress corrosion increased with increasing tempering temperature over 1000 F, additions of secondary alloying elements (0.5 per cent molybdenum instead of 0.05 per cent; 1 per cent molybdenum, 1 per cent tungsten, 0.2 per cent vanadium, 0.5 per cent nickel) decreased cracking susceptibility, vapor-blasted rather than as-ground finish.


A brief review of the general problem is given with a consideration of hydrogen embrittlement. A list is presented of material-environment combinations resulting in cracking. Sulfide corrosion cracking and stress corrosion cracking are considered, with a review of the phenomena on the subject. A new test method is explained, which uses a notched ring of the material loaded to different percentages of the yield deformation. Data on hardness, applied stress, and time-to-failure are given from tests conducted by the new method.


U-bend specimens are not susceptible to stress corrosion cracking in up to 100 per cent O2, chloride concentrations to 1100 ppm, pH adjusted to 11.5 with NaOH, temperatures up to 400 F and periods up to 1176 hr in a reactor-type autoclave. No cracking occurred in magnesium chloride at 1030 ppm chlorine. Pitting corrosion occurs in greater than 100 ppm chlorine concentrations combined with approximately 20 per cent oxygen. Corrosion and pitting corrosion under these conditions. Stress-corrosion cracking of 430 does occur in certain conditions, usually at low pH values.


Welded structures are susceptible to stress corrosion because of the residual stresses that are generally present. A series of tests for determining the effect of low-temperature stress relief on the stress corrosion of arc butt welded steel plates showed that stress corrosion increases with decrease in carbon content and that controlled relieving at low temperature reduces susceptibility of welded plates to stress corrosion. Eleven references.


A theory is presented which states that solid corrosion products cathodically deposited within active cracks in the steel exert a wedging action which develops lateral tensile forces. Combined with the residual and applied stresses present, these forces are sufficient to trigger spontaneous crack propagation. (Also see Reference 245)


Earlier approaches to corrosion have bypassed internal workings of metal for consideration of corroding medium and liquid-metal interface. Corrosion science must extend its consideration to phenomena such as dislocations occurring inside metals, particularly in that portion of the metal immediately adjacent to the surface. Direct influence of these phenomena on hydrogen embrittlement and stress corrosion is shown in discussion of dislocation theory and role of hydrogen. The failure of annealed type 304 stainless steel in high pressure hydrogen is mentioned.


A resume of applications of various grades of tubing in sweet and sour condensate wells and sweet and sour oil wells. Corrosion resistance and mechanical properties are considered for 9 per cent nickel steel and 9 per cent chromium steel among others. In discussion, comments are made on stress-corrosion cracking of 9 per cent chromium steel and 9 per cent nickel steel in sweet condensate oil wells with a trace of hydrogen sulfide.


From a literature review and the authors' work, it is concluded that in ductile materials transgranular stress corrosion takes place only under the driving force of a continuous electrochemical action which causes very localized removal of metal by corrosion. The site of metal removal (the crack tip) and the direction of cracking are determined by stress acting to cause localized potential differences through the interruption of film forming mechanism or by intense, localized plastic deformation.


A review article in which stress corro-
Stress-corrosion cracking of stainless steels is described together with precautions to avoid it. Two cases are cited, caused by chloride-containing magnesia insulation and unrelied stresses due to fitting or welding.


Stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steels was studied under various conditions of stress, chloride concentration, complete immersion of specimens, intermittent wetting and drying, and presence of oxygen. Stress-corrosion cracking will occur at stresses as low as 2000 psi at 50 ppm NaCl. A three-dimensional analysis of stress-corrosion cracks was made and a mechanism of cracking proposed. (Also see Reference (219).)


AISI 410 stainless steel tempered at 650 F to hardness of Rockwell hardness C 36 to 42 was being considered as the material for a highly stressed part of a pressure-retaining member in contact with high-purity, high-temperature water. The AISI 410 Steel did not indicate susceptibility to stress-corrosion cracking in hydrogen ammoniated (8.5 to 9.5 pH) or hydrogen-lithium hydroxide waters (11 pH) at 300 F for 6 months exposure. Nickel and chromium plates were also tested for stress-corrosion cracking in the same systems. Results are included.


Tests on stress-corrosion cracking of 18-8 stainless steels in boiling 42 per cent MgCl₂ (154 C) show that alloys containing 0.015 per cent carbon or 0.01 per cent nitrogen or less do not fail within maximum time of exposure (200 to 260 hr). Commercial 304 alloys, on the other hand, fail within 0.2 to 1.4 hr. Contains tables and references.


Examples of various metal cracking.


Concise digests of 14 papers.
